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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the design of a user-friendly interactive satellite
communications analysis program for use on a personal computer. The user
inputs the various parameters of a satellite orbit, ground station location and
communications equipment. The output generated allows a user to view the
satellite ground trace and footprint, calculate satellite rise and set times, and
analyze the performance of the communications link. The link analysis allows the
user to input various signal losses and jamming interference. Care was taken to
ensure that the program is simple to operate and that it provides on-line help for
each segment. A principle goal of this thesis effort is to provide an educational
tool that familiarizes the user with the communications segment of a space system.
The initial success of the program based upon student response validates the use
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I. INTRODUCTION
The role of space in the Navy took an important upturn on 1 August, 1990
when the Space and Electronic Warfare (SEW) Directorate, OP-094, was
established as a directorate equal in status to the air, surface and undersea warfare
communities. The crisis in the Persian Gulf that culminated in Operation 'Desert
Storm' further validated the significance of space. Reliance on the Global
Positioning System (GPS) for navigation data and satellite communications for
command and control during 'Desert Storm' was evident to anyone who read a
newspaper. As the utilization of space assets increases and the recognition of
their importance grows, the need to educate the average junior officer on the
various aspects of space systems becomes increasingly important. The goal of
this thesis is to design an interactive, object-oriented like program, that will
familiarize the user with one portion of a space system, the satellite
communications system.
Many tools exist that will aid in the understanding of the complexity of a
space system. Textbooks have always provided an academic orientation toward
orbital mechanics and communications engineering. Software also exists that can
provide a user with an efficient method to model the various parameters of a
satellite or communications system. Often, the software and/or the systems on
which they are designed to operate, are prohibitively expensive. The complexity
of these tools may also require additional training to operate them effectively. It
is therefore important that the program be designed to operate on relatively
inexpensive equipment that requires minimal advanced training to operate. On-
I
line help should be available to assist the user in understanding program
operation. Ideally, the program would be machine independent; i.e., the specific
operating system of the computer should not be the limiting factor of the
program.
The program designed for this thesis attempts to incorporate the
requirements stated above. This program is designed to take advantage of the
proliferation of personal computers. It assumes that the user is familiar with the
basic operations of personal computers and has access to one. The chosen
platform for the design of this program is the Macintosh personal computer and
the development environment is HyperCard, version 2.0 or later. HyperCard and
Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA. HyperCard
was chosen because of its ability to support rapid prototyping and because it
comes bundled with every new Macintosh. Initlially this restricts the use of the
program to the Macintosh; however, software exists to convert this program to a
comparable application that operates under the MS-DOS operating system.
This thesis outlines the development environment in Chapter II. The specific
challenges encountered by the author during the design of this program are
discussed in Chapter III. The program covers only a small part of a space system.
The modular nature of the program allows for a great deal of growth.
Recommendations for further study and conclusions are outlined in Chapter IV.
This thesis does not include the actual program nor does it attempt to explain the
operation of the program. A copy of each card in the stack is reproduced in
Appendix A. The explanation of program operation and the equations utilized by
the program are part of Appendix A, pages 62 to 128. Additionally, the
significant scripts for the program are listed in Appendix B through F.
IL DESIGN ENVIRONMENT
A. HYPERCARD OVERVIEW
HyperCard is an object-oriented like application that comes with every new
Macintosh. HyperCard is made up of five different types of objects: stacks,
backgrounds, cards, fields and buttons. Each object contains its own specific
properties and can contain its own code, referred to as a scri-t, that can perform
various functions based upon the transmission of system messages and the
object's properties. The language utilized by HyperCard in the scripts is
HyperTalk. HyperTalk is different from other languages, such as Basic or Pascal,
in that there is no such thing as a HyperTalk program that controls the activities
of HyperCard from beginning to end. Instead, it is the objects and their
relationships to one another that determine the operation of the program. This
relationship is based upon a concept of hierarchy. [Ref. 1, pp. 321-322]
B. HIERARCHY
The concept of hierarchy is critical to understanding the operation of
HyperCard. An illustration of this concept is laid out in Figure 1. At the top of
the hierarchy is the HyperCard application itself and at the bottom lie the buttons
and fields. As HyperCard operates, a series of system messages are sent to the
objects, depending on the current state of HyperCard. For example, if a user
opens a HyperCard stack, an openStack message is sent from the stack up the
hierarchy to HyperCard. When the stack opens, the first card in the stack is
displayed and an openCard message is sent. When the user clicks the mouse, a
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mouseUp message is sent. If the mouse click resides on a visible button, the
message passes from the button up the hierarchy.





FIGURE 1. OBJECT HIERARCHY [Ref. 1, p. 341]
Scripts can be written for each object which will execute based upon these
system messages. The scripts contain routines, referred to as handlers, that trap
the system message at the desired object and execute a routine. These message
handlers can contain additional handlers that will execute when called upon by
name. These handlers must reside in the object or in the hierarchy above the
object calling the handler. A card, for example, can call for a handler that resides
in the card, its background, or the stack, but it may not call for a handler from a
different card or from a field or button.
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C. OBJECTS
As previously mentioned, HyperCard consists of five different objects:
stacks, backgrounds, cards, buttons and fields. A stack may contain several
backgrounds and multiple cards. Each background may have its own individual
fields and buttons. Additionally, the background may contain various drawings
or art work. Every card resides upon a background and each card can utilize the
buttons, fields and art of the background in addition to its own fields, buttons and
art. All of the objects in HyperCard can be quickly created or deleted as needed.
The stack can be visualized as a stack of 3 by 5 note cards. The card on the
top of the stack is the one that is visible to the user. Through the manipulation of
buttons and fields that contain the proper script, the user can access the cards in
the stack in the order the stack designer desires. These navigation objects are
normally activated by the click of the mouse.
Every object is identified by a specific identification number (id#) referenced
to where it resides: for example, background button id 12 refers to a button that
resides on a background whose id# is 12. Each object can also be given a name.
This property is very useful as it allows the designer to refer to objects by their
name. If the object's name is linked with the function of the object, the task of
keeping track of object linkages becomes greatly simplified for the designer. It is
also a method of self documenting the script so that an individual other than the
designer can easily trace the operation of the script.
The ability to design into the program a specific route of navigation
between objects makes H yperCard stack modular. Scripts can reside in each
object, a capability that further enhances the modularity of HyperCard [Ref. 1.
pp. 321-3221. It is this modularity that makes HyperCard such an attractive
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application. A single stack may contain several sections that accomplish a variety
of different tasks. Outputs created by one section will remain alive in HyperCard
as global variables and can be utilized, as needed, by any other section in the
stack. Additionally, navigation between separate stacks is possible and the
global variables created by one stack may be used by any other stack as long as
HyperCard itself is active.
D. HYPERTALK
HyperTalk is a high level programming language. As a language it has
structure and syntax that must be adhered to. Unlike other languages though, it
is very liberal in its structure and syntax. For example. the command "go next"
would cause HyperCard to bring the next card in the stack to the top. The
command "go to next card" does the same thing. The forgiving nature of the
language is the ideal environment for novice programmers. This statement should
not be misconstrued, as HyperCard is also an excellent environment for
prototyping very sophisticated applications that require advanced programming
skills.
The scripts, which will execute based upon the transmission of system
messages, contain commands for the manipulation of objects, built in and user
defined functions, and key words that will execute user defined handlers when
called. The ability for the user to define special functions and handlers is a
tremendous asset, but care must be exercised to follow the hierarchy rules when
defining the functions and handlers.
For designers with experience in advanced programming, HyperCard offers
unlimited expandibility through the use of exterior commands (XCMD) and
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exterior functions (XFCN). XCMDs and XFCNs are separate programs written
and compiled in a language such as Pascal and are intended to add a capability
that does not already exist. These XCMDs and XFCNs can the be attached as a
resource to the stack for which they are intended. They can then be called upoa
by a script in the same manner as built in functions and commands. [Ref. 1, pp.
750-7511
The ability to attach resources to HynerCard allows for the development of
multi-media stacks, i.e., stacks that provide text, graphics, audio and video
presentations. For example, software exists that can record and digitalize audio
and convert it into a resource. This thesis does not take advantage of XCMDs,
XFCNs, or audio and video resources but they are mentioned here for follow on
considerations.
For access to the scripts the designer must set the property userLevel to
five. From here the designer can open the script windows for each object. The
script windows display the object's script under the script editor. The script editor
allows a debugging capability that is useful in tracing the operation of
complicated scripts. The script editor also automatically indnts all control
structures (if-then and repeat statements), a format that can aid the designer in
debugging.
HyperCard does not compile, but instead interprets the scripts as it is
executed. The interpreted script remains in HyperCard's portion of the random
access memory (RAM) as long as the RAM has room for it. When another script
is interpreted, it too is added to the RAM and if there is no more room, previously
interpreted scripts are deleted from the RAM. The designer is thus encouraged to
take advantage of the modular nature of HyperCard and write frequently called
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routines as separate, smaller handlers. These smaller handlers will remain in the
RAM longer, thus increasing the speed of the program. Allotting more RAM for
HyperCard will allow more scripts to remain interpreted, increasing the program's




As delineated in the introduction, the goal of this thesis is to design an
interactive, object-oriented like program, that will allow the average junior officer
to better understand the basics of a satellite communications system. The
attributes of HyperCard, as outlined in Chapter II, meet the object-oriented like
requirement. Thus arises the challenge of implementing HyperCard to model a
satellite communications system. For the purpose of this thesis, the systems in
question are communications with existing, stable satellites that reside in a closed
earth orbit; i.e., communications with interplanetary probes were not addressed.
This chapter will not attempt to describe the operation of the program nor
does it outline the equations or the algorithms used by the scripts during their
execution. A tutorial on the program operation and equations used is contained
in Appendix A, pages 62 to 128. The significant scripts written for the stack are
reproduced in Appendix B through E.
The analysis of a communications system can be broken into three primary
parts. The first part requires knowledge of the orbital elements of the satellite in
question. The second requires information on the ground station's location and
existing climate. The third section requires knowledge of the basic parameters
associated with the communications equipment. It is important that the user be
able to visualize how these three parts relate to one another. Three outputs were
developed, based upon user inputs, that allow the user to visualize the
relationships of these parts. The first output allows the user to see a ground trace
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of the satellite as it orbits the earth. The second output allows the user to
determine when the satellite comes into view of the ground station and the third
output allows the user to analyze the performance of the communications
equipment. At each stage in the operation the user is invited to adjust the various
inputs and analyze their effect on the output.
B. GROUND TRACE
The ability of the user to visualize the ground trace of the satellite is
probably the most important tool in understanding the operation )f a satellite.
Thus, the first major challenge in the design of the program was to give the user
that capability. The physics involved in the determination of a satellite's position
on orbit are not difficult and the average junior officer has the education required
to understand the process. The problem arises in transferring that orbital position,
which resides in one coordinate system, to a map of the earth, which resides in
another coordinate system. The user should also be able to visualize a footprint
on the ground of what the satellite can see. Additionally, the user should be able
to display the ground trace and footprint of the satellite on a detailed map.
Traditionally, the orbit of a satellite is based _ipon an earth-centered inertial
coordinate system. A location on the surface of the earth is referenced to another
system. Tying these two coordinate systems together requires a coordinate
transformation. The specific algorithm for this process was adapted from the
work of Dennis Wangsness [Ref. 2]. This algorithm allows the program to plot
the ground track of the orbit on a world map. The world map in question resides
on the background of a card. The process that the program uses to display the
ground trace is to copy the card with the world map and paste it, draw the
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ground trace and then repeat the routine. The script for this process is located in
Appendix E, pages 205 to 209, and the associated handlers are in Appendix B,
pages 130 to 136.
The footprint of the satellite is a function of the satellite's altitude above the
earth and of the ground station's minimum antenna elevation. The ability to
model the specifics of the satellite antenna exists but was not included in this
thesis. Once again, a coordinate transformation is required. The algorithm for this
process was adapted from the work of Dennis Wangsness [Ref. 2]. The scripts
for this process are located in Appendix E, pages 205 to 209, and the associated
handlers are in Appendix B, pages 130 to 136.
Perhaps the greatest challenge was locating maps that could provide
accurate detail of specific locations on the earth. Many maps exist on computer
shareware that could provide the required detail, but they could not be used
because their geographic parameters were unknown. In order for the maps to
work with the existing scripts, the latitude separation must be the same at any
location on the map. That same property must hold true for the longitude. This
type of map is known as a rectangular projection and is the type of projection
used by the world map. While this type of projection on a small scale map causes
significant distortions at higher latitudes, the distortions are minimal on a large
scale map. The maps were generated by a product called MicroCam [Ref. 31.
MicroCam allows the user to select the desired projection, the center point of the
map and the comer points. The maps are then scanned into the program stack.
Once the maps with the proper projection were obtained, scaling them to fit the
ground trace algorithm was relatively simple. The maps used for this program are
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depicted in Appendix A, pages 48 to 62. The scaling parameters are listed in
Appendix E, pages 210 to 214.
C. RISE AND SET
It is important to understand that, in most cases, a satellite does not hover
overhead a ground station like a helicopter. The only time this is true is if the
satellite is in a geostationary orbit. Depending upon the space system analyzed,
this orbit may be prohibitive to the satellite's mission. In all other cases, the
satellite will appear to the ground station to rise and set in the sky much like the
sun or the moon. In order for the user to visualize how the orbital parameters and
ground station location can impact access to the satellite, an ability to determine
the rise and set times of the satellite must exist. A geostationary satellite is treated
as a special case by the program and is always considered in view.
The solution for the rise and set times again involve coordinate
transformations, as described above, and the transposition of the satellite position
vector onto the ground station position vector. When the magnitude of the
resultant vector exceeds the radius of the earth, the satellite is considered to be
above the ground station's horizon.
In order to increase the accuracy of the program, allowances are made for
the oblateness of the earth. The Earth's radius at the equator exceeds its radius at
the poles by about 21 kilometers. This fact could alter the rise and set times by
several minutes if not accounted for. The genesis for the algorithm that provides
the solution for the rise and set times was provided by the work of William Zeleny
[Ref. 41. The actual script is reproduced in Appendix E, pages 184 to 187, and
the associated handlers are in Appendix B, pages 130 to 136.
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D. LINK PERFORMANCE
The performance of a communications link is a function of not only the
equipment involved but also the range between the stations, atmospheric
conditions, distance travelled in the atmosphere and the frequency utilized. This
list is not all inclusive but is indicative of the parameters modeled by the program.
In order to visualize these parameters and their effect on one another, a
spreadsheet type format was used. Once the display is generated, the user can
quickly modify the inputs and analyze the impact. The most difficult element to
model was the attenuation of the signal due to rainfall. The prediction of this
attenuation is dependent on the local climatic conditions of the ground station.
The prediction of climatic conditions is not an easy venture. Rainfall rates
and intensities and the altitudes from which the rain begins vary ihroughout the
world. In order to simplify the process the Crane Global Rain model was adapted
to the program. The Crane model was used because it is fairly accurate, easy to
implement, and exists in many texts and handbooks that cover the topic of
communications [Ref. 5, pp. 157-165]. The Crane model identifies eight major
climate regions on the earth and establishes twelve different rainfall rates based
upon the percentage of time over one year that the rainfall rate is exceeded.
Selection of the Crane model provided the solution to one piece of the
puzzle. The second problem was identifying which climate region corresponded
to the geographic location of the ground station in question. The solution was to
trap the system message "mouseUp" on a button that identified the climate region.
The buttons that contain this script overlay a global map of the earth. This
particular card is provided to the user for entry of the ground station directly on
the screen. The card and associated map and buttons were adapted from the
13
work of Charles Howard [Ref. 6]. The scripts that calculate the rain attenuation
are in Appendix E, pages 189 to 191, and the associated handlers are in Appendix
C.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. RECOMMENDATIONS
The program developed for this thesis models the satellite communications
element of a space system. Additional topic areas that for communications
systems include:
* Signal attenuation due to atmospheric conditions such as: atmospheric
dust, presence of clouds and fog, and smoke.
* Communications via relay satellites
* Modelling the actual satellite antenna characteristics and resultant satellite
footprint.
" Doppler shift induced by satellite motion
• Spread spectrum technology
* Digital coding, bit error rates and coding gains
These are areas of concern that are important in understanding how a
satellite communications system works.
Additional space system topics that would complement this thesis are:
" Ascent trajectory from launch to orbital insertion
• Effects of orbital perturbations
" Satellite subsystem breakdown and subsystem operation for a generic
three axis or spin stabilized satellite.
* Control and tasking of a satellite or satellite constellation.
These areas of interest could be developed as separate modules of the original
program and, utilized as a whole, would provide valuable education in the
operation of a space system.
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B. CONCLUSION
The program developed for this thesis demonstrates that educational tools
can be developed that provide comprehensive insight into the operation of a
complex system. The interactive design of the program forces the user to become
involved with the process, thus learning by doing. The object-oriented like
nature of HyperCard and the included on-line help allow the user to operate the
program with minimal training. The specific topic of the program attempts to
remedy an educational shortfall in an increasingly vital area.
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APPENDIX B: STACK SCRIPT
Script of Stack: "E-L-NCED SATELLITE COMMLNICATIONS ANALYSIS PROGR.AM (ESCAP)"
-- TITLE: Enhanced Satellite Communications Analysis Program
- AL-HOR: Kevin R. Andersen
-- DATE: 21 XMARCH 1991
-- REVISED: 8 September 1991
-- DESCRIPTION: This program is written in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Sciece
(Systems Technology) from the Naval Postgraduate School.




put false into orbitPage
put false into groundPage
put false into commPage
put false into Noise
put false into TIV
put false into Losses
put true into begin
put 398601.2 into mu
put 6378 into Re
put 2.997925* 10^8 into c
put -228.599 into dBk
put 180/pi into r2d
put pi 180 into d2r
put .00007292115856 into we
put 0.081992 into earthe

















put sqrt( 1 - sinkng*sinAng) into cosAng
if cosAng o 0 then
put Atan(siaAng cosAng) into ang
else





if cosA.ng < 0 then
put sqrt( I -cosAng*cosAng) into sinAng
put sinAng cosAng into tanAng
put atan(tanAng) into ang
if ang < pi then
put ang + pi into ang
end if
else





put sqrt(x*x + y*y) + x into denom
if denom > 0 then
put 2*aTan(y 'denom) into ang
else





put 0.081992 into c




put 0081992 into e
put 6378.4 into a





put r 2 -ReA2*(cos(tru-el))A2 into ptl
put Re*sin(trueel) into pt2




put cos(Glat)*tan(satLat) - sin(Glat)*cos(del-lon) into denom
put sin(deljIon) into num
if satLat = Glat then
if del_lon < 0 then
put pi; 2 into ang
put ang* 180/pt into angDeg
else ,' del_Ion > 0 then
put 3"pii2 into ang
put ang*180plt into angDeg
end if
else if denom = 0 then
put "Zenith" into angDeg
else
put atan(-nuadenom) into ang-rough
if num < 0 and denom < 0 then
put pi + ang-rough into ang
else if num> 0 and denom < 0 then
put pt + ang.rough into ang
else if num > 0 and denom > 0 then
put 2*pi + angrough into ang
else if num = 0 and denom <0 then
put pi into ang
else
put ang-rough into ang
end if




function I imeChange time
put the length of time into x
if last char of time is "M" then
if char (x - 1) of time is "P" then
if char 2 of time is" " then
put char I of time + 12 into HH
put char 3 to 4 of time into NM
else if char 2 of time is "2" then
put char I to 2 of time into HH
put char 4 to 5 of time into MM1
else
put char I to 2 of time + 12 into I-I
put char 4 to 5 of time into NfMt
130
end if
else if char 2 of time is ":"then
put "0" & char I of time into HH
put char 3 to 4 of time into vM
else if char 2 of time is "2" then
put "00" into HI-
put char 4 to 5 of time into MM
else
put char 1 to 2 of time into H
put char 4 to 5 of time into kLI
end if
else if x = 4 then
put "0" & char 1 of time into H
put char 3 to 4 of time into MM
else
put char I to 2 of time into fH
put char 4 to 5 of time into MMl
end if





-- Newton Raphson solution to the Eccentric Anomaly
put I into dE
repeat while abs(dE) > 01
put t - meanMotion*(E - ecc*sin(E)) into f
put -meanMotion*(I - ecc*cos(E)) into df
put -f df into dE




global I onGlon lonV naxLonlonCkGlonCk
global ionVck maxLonCkPlotTypeMap
if Plo(Type is "Sub Satellite" then
put Ion into I
else if PlotType is "Ground Site" then
put Glon into I
else if PlotType is "Field of View" then
put lonV into I
end if
if Map is "North Pacific" then
if I < 0 then
put 2*pi + I into ICk
else put I into ICk
put 2*pi + maxLon into maxLonCk
else if Map is "South Pacific" then
if I < 0 then
131
put 2*pi +- 1 into ICk
else put I into ICk
put 2*pi + max.Lon into nmaTLonCk
else
put I into iCk
put maTLon into mavLonCk
end if
if PlotType is "Sub Satellite" then
put ICk into lonCk
else if PlotType is "Ground Site" then
put ICk into GlonCk
else if PlotType is "Field of View" then




global latlonzrRean-el .tlI.t2 .dphi e,e .2e3
global nlI n2 .n3 ,pl p2 .p3 earth...e,cEl.sEI
put 0.081992 into earth-e
put sinoat) into sLat
put cos~lat) into cLat
put sin(lon) into sLon
put cosolon) into cLon
put sin(ant-el) into sF1
put cos(ant..el) into cEl
put cLatcLon into p1
put cLat*sLon into p2
put sLat into p3
-Get Sub Satellite R
-put atan(Lt1(lat)/ (I earth-.e 2)) into GeoLat
-put Resqrt(1 - earth .eA2*sin(GeoL~at)A2) into R.Obloeg
if abs(z) is no( I then
put sqrt(plIA 2 + p2 A2) into length
-- Find the east iit vector
put -p2,/length into e I
put p1/length into e2
put 0 into e3
-- Find the north unit vector
put -p3*e2 into nlI
put p3 elI into n2
put p I e2 - p2e I into n3
else
put I into C I
put 0 into e2
put 0 into e.3
put 0 into n I
put I into n2
put 0 into n.3
end if
put SlantRange(r.Re~Antel) into range
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put Re + range*sEl into t I
put range*cEl into t2
put pi/ 15 into dphi
end SwathWidth
on Interpolate
global PlotType,xS.yS.oldXsoldY s,yV.x V,oldYv,oldXv
if PlotType is "Sub Satellite" then
put -S into TN
put yS into yN
put oldXs into xO
put oldYs into yO
else if PlotType is "Field of View" then
put xV into xN
put yV into yN
put oldLXv into xO
put oldYv into yO
end if
if xN - Y.O < 0 then
put 507 + xN into -,1
put (yN-yO)(x I-xO) into in
put yO + m*(509 - xO) into y
drag from round(xO).round(yO) to 509.round(y)
drag from 2,round(y) to round(."N),round(yN)
end if
if xN - xO > 0 then
put -507 + YN into x 1
put (yN-yO)/(xl-xO) into m
put yO + m*(2 - xO) into y
drag from round(xO),round(yO) to 2,'ound(y)






-- Convert angles in deg to angles in radians
if perDeg < -180 then put perDeg+360 into perDeg
if perDeg > 180 then put perDeg - 360 into perDeg
put pil 180 into d2r
put asnDeg*d2r into asn
put perDeg*d2r into per
put incDeg*d2r into inc
put GHAdeg*d2r into GHA
-- Get components of unit vectors
-- Unit vector pointing toward ascending node (n)
put cos(asn + GHA) into nx
put sin(asn + GI-A) into ny
put 0 into nz
-- Unit vector normal to the plane (h)
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put sin(inc)*sin(asn + GHA) into hx
put -sin(inc)*cos(asn + GHA) into hy
put cos(inc) into liz
-- Get vector in plane perpendicular to n. given by nmh
put hy*nz - hz*ny into ux
put hz*nx - hx*nz into uy
put h%*ny - hy*nx into uz
-- Get unit vector pointing toward perigee (e)
put cos(per) into cosPer
put sin(per) into sinPer
put cosPer*nx + sinPer*ux into ex
put cosPer*ny + sinPer*uy into ey
put cosPer*nz + sinPer*uz into ez
-- Get vector perpendicular to e and in plane of orbit. v is
-- in the direction of the Semi-Lawus Rectum (param)
put hy*ez - hz*ey into vx
put hz*ex - hx*ez into vy
put hx*ey - hy*ex into vz
put (ecc + cos(-per))/(l + ecc*cos(-per)) into cosE
put parai(l+ecc*cos(-per)) into rO
put rO*sin(-per)/(a*sqrt(I -ecc*ecc)) into sinE
put aTan2(cosE,sinE) into E
put meanMotion*(E - ecc*sin(E)) into tO
end Orbi*tXform
on PlotMap
global lon jat.GlonGlat JonV JatV.aLon.aLatbLon.bLat,cLon,cLat
global xSySgxS.gyS.xV.yV .MapPlotType
if PlotType is "Sub Satellite" then
put Ion into longitude
put lat into latitude
else if PlotType is "Ground Site" then
put Glon into longitude
put Glat into latitude
else if PlotType is "Field of View" then
put lonV into longitude
put latV into latitude
end if
if Map is "Global Map" then
put aLon + bLon*longitude into x
put aLat + bLat*latitude into y
else if Map is "North Pole" then
put 255 + sin(-loogitude)*(pi/2 - latitude)*296.028 into x
put 172 - coo(-Iongitude)*(pi/2 - latitude)*296.028 into y
else if Map is "South Pole" then
put 255 + singongiude)*sin(pi/2 + latitude)*247.327 into x
put 124 - cos(longitude)*sin(pi/2 + latitude)*247327 into y
else if Map is "North Pacific' then
if longitude < 0 then
add 2*pi to longitude
end if
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put aLon + bLon*(Iongitude - cLon) into x
put aLat + bLat(latitude - cLat) into y
else if Map is "South Pacific" then
if longitude < 0 then
add 2 *pi to longitude
end if
put aLon + bLon*(Iongitude - cLon) into x
put aLat , bLat*(latitude - cLat) into y
else
put aLon + bLon*(longtude - cLon) into x
put aLat + bLat*(latitude - cLat) into y
end if
if PlotType is "Sub Satellite" then
put x into XS
put y into yS
else if PlotType is "Ground Site" then
put . into g.S
put y into gyS
else if PlotType is "Field of View" then
put x into xV




put 160 - V into t
if V <= 160 then
put t*(0.76923 - .226595*(t 160)) into Glat
else if V > 160 then





put Glat*(180/pi) into GlatDeg
if GlatDeg >= 0 then
put 0.226595, 160 into a
put -0.76923 into b
put GlatDeg into c
put (-b - sqrt(bA2-4*a*c))/(2*a) into t
else if GlatDlg < 0 then
put 0.226595/160 into a
put 0.76923 into b
put -GlarDeg into c
put (-b + sqrt(A2-4*a*c))/(2*a) into t
end if





put Glon*467,(2*pi) + 2,54.5 into H
retun round(H)
-- put (H - 254 .5 )*(2 *pi), 4 6 7 into Glon
end Position
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APPENDIX C: BACKGROUND SCRIPTS
Script of Background "General"
function FindRegion region
if first char of region is "D" then
if char 2 of region > "3" then
put "D2" into rainRegion
else put char I to 2 of region into rainRegion
else







-- this section loads the surface point rain rate numbers into the 12 flds
-- corresponding to the 12 %s of rainfall per year based on the selected
-- rain climate region
if rainRegion="A" then
put "A" into cd fld "Region"
put 28.5 into cd lid 4
put 21 into cd lid 5
put 13.5 into cd ld 6
put 100 into cd fld 7
put 7 into cd lid 8
put 4 into cd fld 9
put 2.5 into cd fld 10
put 1.5 into cd fld 11
put 0.7 into cd lid 12
put 0.4 into cd lid 13
put 0.1 into cd fld 14
put O0 into cd fld 15
else if rainRcgion="B" then
put "B" into cd ld "Region"
put 57.5 into cd fld 4
put 44 into cd fld 5
put 28.5 into cd fld 6
put 19.5 into cd fld 7
put 13.5 into cd fld 8
put 8 into cd ld 9
put 5.2 into cd fId 10
put 3 4 into cd ld It
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put 1.9 into cd fld 12
put 1.7 into cd fld 13
put 1 3 into cd fld 14
put 0.3 into Cd fld 15
else if rainRegion='C" ten
put "C" into cd fld "Region"
put 78 into Cd fld 4
put 62 into cd fld 5
put 41 into cd fld 6
put 28 into cd fld 7
put 18 into Cd fld 8
put II into cd fld 9
put 7 2 into cd fld 10
put 4.8 into cd fld 11
put 2.7 into cd fld 12
put 1.8 into cd fld 13
put 1.1 into cd fld 14
put 0.5 into cd fld 15
else if rainRegion="Dl" then
put "DI" into cd fld "Region"
put 90 into cd fld 4
put 72 into cd fld 5
put 50 into cd fld 6
put 35.5 into cd fld 7
put 24 into cd fld 8
put 14.5 into cd fld 9
put 98 into cd lid 10
put 6.4 into cd lid 11
put 3.6 into cd fld 12
put 2.2 into cd lid 13
put 1.2 into cd lid 14
put 0.0 into cd fld 15
else if rainRegion="D2" then
put "D2" into cd fld "Region"
put 108 into c fld 4
put 89 into cd fld 5
put 64.5 into cd lid 6
put 49 into cd lid 7
put 35 into cd lid 8
put 22 into Cd lid 9
put 14.5 into cd fld 10
put 95 into cd ld 11
put 5.2 into cd fld 12
put 3 into cd fld 13
put 1 5 into cd fld 14
put 0 0 into Cd fld 15
else if rainRegion="D3" then
put "D3" into cd fld "Region"
put 126 into cd fld 4
put 106 into cd fld 5
put 80 5 into cd lid 6
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put 63 into cd fld 7
put 48 into cd fld 8
put 32 into cd fld 9
put 22 into cd fld 10
put 14 5 into cd fld II
put 7 8 into cd fld 12
put 4 7 into cd lid 13
put 1 9 into cd fld 14
put 0.0 into cd fld 15
else if rainkegion="" thcn
put "E" into cd fld "Region"
put 165 into cd ld 4
put 144 into cd fld 5
put 118 into cd fld 6
put 98 into cd fld 7
put 78 into cd fld 8
put 52 into cd fld 9
put 35 into cd fld 10
put 21 into cd fld 11
put 10.6 into cd fld 12
put 6 into cd fld 13
put 2.9 into cd lid 14
put 00 into cd fld 15
else if raiaRegion="F" then
put "F" into cd lid "Region"
put 66 into cd fld 4
put 51 into cd lid 5
put 34 into cd fld 6
put 23 into cd fld 7
put 15 into cd fld 8
put 8.3 into cd fld 9
put 5.2 into cd fld 10
put 3.1 into cdld 11
put 1.4 into cd fld 12
put 0.7 into cd fld 13
put 0.2 into cd fld 14
put 0.0 into cd fld 15
else if rainRegion="G" then
put "G" into cd fld "Region"
put 185 into cd fld 4
put 157 into cd fld 5
put 120.5 into cd fld 6
put 94 into cd ld 7
put 72 into cd fld 8
put 47 into cd lid 9
put 32 into cd lid 10
put 21.8 into cd fld I 1
put 12.2 into cd lid 12
put 8 into cd lid 13
put 5 into cd fld 14
put 1.8 into cd fld 15
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else
put "1" into cd fld "Region"
put 253 into cd fld 4
put 2205 into cd fld 5
put 178 into cd fld 6
put 147 into cd fld 7
put 119 into cd fld 8
put 86.5 into cd lid 9
put 64 into cd fld 10
put 43.5 into cd fld 11
put 22.5 into cd fld 12
put 12 into cd fld 13
put 5.2 into cd fld 14




put abs(Glat) into Latitude
-- if hlite of cd btn 7 = true or hilite of cd btn 8 =true or-
-- hilite of cd btn 9 = true then put "1" into Case
-- else if hilite of cd btn 10 = true or hilite of cd bin 11 = true or -
-- hilite of cd btn 12 = true then put "2" into Case
-- else if hilite of cd btn 13 = true or hilite of cd btn 14 = true or -
-- hilite of cd btn 15 = true then put "3" into Case
-- else if hilite of cd btn 16 = true or hilite of cd btn 17 = true or -
-- hilite of cd btn 18 = true then put "4" into Case
if latitude.>=O and latitude<=20 then
if Case="1" then put 5.4 into H
if Case="2" then put 5.2 into H
if Case="3" then put 4.85 into H
if Case="4" then put 4.5 into H
end if
if latitude>=21 and latitude<-30 then
if Case="1" then put 5.3 into H
if Case="2" then put 5 into H
if Case=3" then put 4.5 into H
if Case="4" then put 4 into H
end if
if latitude>-31 and latitude<=35 then
if Case="V then put 5 into H
if Case="2" then put 4.5 into H
if Case=-3" then put 3.9 into H
if Case='4" then put 3.2 into H
end if
if latitude>=36 and latitude<=40 then
if Case="l" then put 4.7 into H
if Case="2 then put 4 into H
if Case=3" then put 3.3 into H
if Case="4" then put 2.4 into H
end if
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if latitude>=4i and latitude<--45 then
if Case=-'l" then put 4.4 into H
if Case=-"2" then put 3.6 into H
if Case='3" then put 2.7 into H
if Case="4" then put 1.8 into H
end if
if latitude>=46 and latitude<=50 then
if Case="1" then put 4 into H
if Case="2" then put 3.2 into H
if Case='3" then put 2.2 into H
if Case="4" then put 1.2 into H
end if
if latitude>=51 and latitude<=55 then
if Case="l" then put 3.6 into H
if Case="2" then put 2.7 into H
if Case="3" then put 1.7 into H
if Case="4" then put 7 into H
end if
if Iatitude>=56 and latitude<-=60 then
if Case="l" then put 3.1 into H
if Case="2" then put 2.2 into H
if Case=*3" then put 13 into H
if Case='4" then put .4 into H
end if
if latitude>--61 and latitude<=65 then
if Case="l" then put 2.7 into H
if Casc="2" then put 1.8 into H
if Case="3" then put I into H
if Case="4" then put 2 into H
end if
if latitude>=66 then
if Case="l" then put 2.3 into H
if Case="2" then put 1.6 into H
if Case='T then put .8 into H





-- this section loads the surface point rain rate numbers into the 12 fids
-- corresponding to the 12 %s of rainfall per year based on the selected
-- rain climate region
if rainRegion="A" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 28.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 21 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 13.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.02 then put 10.0 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.05 then put 7 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.1 then put 4 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.2 then put 2.5 into Rate
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else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 1.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1.0 then put 0.7 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 0.4 into Rate
else put 0. 1 into Rate
else if rainRegion="B" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 57.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 44 into Rate
else if Percent <= 001 then put 28.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 02 then put 19.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.05 then put 13.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0. 1 then put 8 into Rate
else if Per,:ent <= 0 2 then put 5.2 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 3.4 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1.0 then put 1.9 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 1.7 into Rate
else put 1.3 into Rate
else if rainRegion="C" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 78 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 62 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 41 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.02 then put 28 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.05 then put 18 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 1 then put I I into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.2 then put 7.2 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 4.8 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1 .0 then put 2.7 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 1.8 into Rate
else put 1. 1 into Rate
else if rainRegion=Dl" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 90 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 72 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 50 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0,02 then put 35.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.05 then put 24 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0. 1 then put 14.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.2 then put 9.8 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 6.4 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1.0 then put 3.6 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 2.2 into Rate
else put 1.2 into Rate
else if rainRegion="D2" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 108 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 89 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 64.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.02 then put 49 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.05 then put 35 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0. 1 then put 22 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 2 then put 14.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 9.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1.0 then put 5 2 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 3 into Rate
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else put 1.5 into Rate
else if rainRegion='D3" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 126 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 106 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 80.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 02 then put 63 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.05 then put 48 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 1 then put 32 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.2 then put 22 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 14.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1 .0 then put 7.8 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 thca put 4.7 into Rate
else put 1.9 into Rate
else if rainRegion='E" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 165 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 144 into Rate
else if Percent <= 001 then put 118 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.02 then put 98 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 05 then put 78 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 1 then put 52 into Rate
else if Percent <= 02 then put 35 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 21 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1 0 then put 10.6 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 6 into Rate
else put 2.9 , nto Rate
else if ramPnl ,on="F" then
if Perce . <= 0.002 then put 66 into Rate
else it Percent <= 0 005 then put 51 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 34 into Rate
else if Percent <= 002 then put 23 into Rate
else if Percent <= 005 then put 15 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 1 then put 8.3 into Rate
else if Percent <= 02 then put 5 2 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 5 then put 3.1 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1.0 then put 1.4 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 0.7 into Rate
else put 0.2 into Rate
else if rainRegion="G" then
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 185 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 157 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 120.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.02 then put 94 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.05 then put 72 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0. 1 then put 47 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.2 then put 32 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.5 then put 21.8 into Rate
else if Percent <= 1.0 then put 12.2 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 8 into Rate
else put 5 into Rate
else
if Percent <= 0.002 then put 253 itnto Rate
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else if Percent <= 0.005 then put 220.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.01 then put 178 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0.02 then put 147 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 05 then put 119 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0. 1 then put 86.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 0 2 then put 64 into Rzte
else if Percent <= 05 then put 43.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 10 then put 22.5 into Rate
else if Percent <= 2.0 then put 12 into Rate




ftnction FindRain \tenuation Glat.EI Freq.Case.Rate.Percent.Region
if Freq < 8.5 then
put zero into atten
else if Rate is zero then
put zero into atten
else
put calculateOCisotherm(Glat.Case) into H
put El 57.29578 into E
if freq>=2.9 and freq<54 then put (4.2 1"(10A(-5)))*(freqA2.42) into a
else put (4.09*(IOA(- 2 )))*(freq ^ .699) into a
if freq>=8 .5 and freq<25 then put 1.41*(freqA(-.07 7 9)) into b
else put 2.63*(freqA( -272)) into b
if E<. 1745329 then -- <100 in radians
put 8500*sin(E) into it
put sqrt(8500*8500*sin(E)*sin(E)+(l'7000*H)+I*H))-it into L
put cos(E)*L (8500+H) into it
put asin(it) into phi
put 8500*phi into bigD
else
put H tan(E) into bigD
put bigDlcos(E) into L
end if
put 3.8-(.6*In(Rate)) into d
put 2.3*(RateA( -. 17)) into x
put 026-(.03*ln(Rate)) into v
put ln(x*exp(v*d))/d into u
put a*(Ratcb)*LbigD into it
if bigD>=0 and bogl -d thin
put it*expl(u*b*biD)(u*b) into atten
else if d<=bigD and bigD<=22.5 then
put exp 1 (u*b*d)/(u*b) into product I
put (xb)*(exp(v*b*d))!(v*b) into product2
put (-Ab)*(exp(v*b*tigD))i(v*b) into product3
put it*(product 1 -product2 product3) into atten
elk," if bigD > 22.5 then
put 22.5 bigD*Percent into Percent 1
put FindRate(RegsonPercent 1) into Rate I
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put 3.8-(.6*1n(Rate)) into d
put 2.3 *(RateA(- 17)) into x
put .026-(.03*ln(Rate)) into v
put In(x%*exp(v*d))Id into u
put a*(Ratellb)IUbigD into it
put exp I (u*b*d), (u*b) into product I
put (XAbY)*(eXp(V*b*d)),(v*b) into product2
put (xlb)*(exp~v*b*bigD))Y(v*b) into product3






APPENDIX D: CARD SCRIPTS
Script of Card "Stack Info"
on openCard
global orbiLPage. groundPage
if orbitPage and groundPage is true then
hide cd btn id 16
else
show cd btn id 16
end if
end openCard




if orbitPage is false then
show cd btn id 15
else if groundPage is false then
show cd btn id 15
else




Script of Card "Sernimajor Ais Card"
on openCard
put "Enter the orbital information then click on 'Orbital Elements'"&&-
"to continue." into cd fld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
select text of cd fld "a"
end opcoCad
Scnpl of Card "Perigee and Apogee Card"
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on openCard
put "Enter the orbital information then click on 'Orbital Elements"&&-
"to continue." into cd fld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
select text of cd fId "pAlt"
end openCard
Script of Card "Charlie Elements Card"
on openCard
select text of cd fld "Sat#"
end openCard




if groundPage is true then
hide cd btn id II -- Link Info Gray
else
show cd btn id I I-- Link lnfo Gray
end if
hide bg btn "Help Me"
if GeoSat is false then
hide cd btn "Satellite 1"
hide cd btn "Satellite 2"
else
hide cd btn "Satellite 2"
end if






put 42164 into r
show cd bn "Satellite "
put cd fld "Sat Lon" into GeoSatLon
if hilite of cd btn "West" is true then
multiply GeoSatLon by -d2r
else
multiply GeoSatLon by d2r
end if
put GeoSatLon*507!(2*pi) + 256 into x
set the location of cd btn "Satellite I" to round(x),ll
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show bg bmn "Help Me"
if change is true then
put false into groundPage








put true into orbitPage
unlock screen
end openCard




if GeoSat is true then
-- Prepare page for Geostationary option with 2 ground stations.
show cd fld "Geo GS 1"
show cd fld "Geo GS 2"
show cd fld "Ground Station Latitude 2"
show cd fid "Ground Station Longitude 2"
show cd fld "Antenna Elevation 2"
show cd btn "North 2"
show cd btn "South 2"
show cd btn "East 2"
show cd btn "West 2"
show cd btn id 23 -- Rise and Set Gray
show cd btn id 40 -- Ground View
if orbitPage is true then
hide cd bin id 27 -- Link Info Gray
else
show cd btn id 27 -- Link Info Gray
end if
put "Enter the latitude and longitude of your ground stations" &&-
"or click on 'Enter station on Map'. Also enter the desired" &&-,
"antenna elevation." &&-
"Be sure to double check their latitude and" &&-,
"longitude before continuing." into cd fid "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
else
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-- Prepare page for single ground station option.
hide cd flId "Geo GS 1"
hide cd fld "Geo GS 2"
hide cd fld "Ground Station Latitude 2"
hide cd fld "Ground Station Longitude 2"
hide cd fld "Antenna Elevation 2"
hide cd btn "North 2"
hide cd btn "South 2"
hide cd btn "East 2"
hide cd btn "West 2"
hide cd btn id 40 -- Ground View
if orbitPage is true then
hide cd btn id 23 -- Rise and Set Gray
hide cd btn id 27 -- Link Info Gray
hide cd btn id 24 -- Ground Trace Gray
else
show cd btn id 23 -- Rise and Set Gray
show cd btn id 27 -- Link Info Gray
show cd btn id 24 -- Ground Trace Gray
end if
put "Enter the latitude and longitude of your ground station" &&-,
"or click on 'Enter station on Map'. Also enter the desired" &&-
"antenna elevation" &&-'
"Be sure to double check the latitude and" &&'
"longitude before continuing." into cd fld "Description"
show cd lid "Description"
end if
put true into groundPage






-- Get Ground Station Coordinates
lock screen
set lockMessages to true
put cd fld "Antenna Elevation" into ant-elDeg
put cd fld "Antenna Elevation 2" into ant-elDeg2
put cd fld "Ground Station Latitude" into GlatDeg
put cd fld "Ground Station Longitude" into GlonDeg
put ant-elDeg*d2r into antel
if hilite of cd btn "West" is true then
multiply GlonDeg by -I
put GlonDeg*d2r into Glon
put round(-Glon (pi, 12)) into timeZone
else
put GlonDeg*d2r into Glon
put -round(Glon,'(pi 12)) into timeZone
end if
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if hilite of cd bin "South" is true then multiply GlatDeg by -1
put GlatDeg*d2r into Glat
go to cd "Ground Station Placement"
put PositLat(Glat) into V
put PositLon(Glon) into H
set the Ioc of cd bm "GS 1" to H,V
hide cd bin "GS I"
set lockkiessages to false
pt true into CardClose
click at H.V
set lockMessages to true
put false into CardClose
show cd btn "GS 1"
put region into regionUp
put region into regionDown
go back
if GeoSat is true then
put ant-elDeg*d2r into antel
put ant-elDeg2*d2r into ant-e12
put cd fld "Ground Station Latitude 2" into GlatDeg2
put cd fld "Ground Station Longitude 2" into GionDeg2
if hilite of cd bin "West 2" is true then
multiply GlonDeg2 by -I
put GlonDeg2*d2r into Glon2
else
put GlonDeg2*d2r into Gion2
end if
if hilite of cd bin "South" is true then multiply GlatDeg2 by -I
go to cd "Ground Station Placement"
put GlatDeg2*d2r into Glat2
put PositLat(Glat2) into V2
put PositLon(Glon2) into H2
set the loc of cd btn "GS 2" to H2,V2
hide cd bin "GS 2"
set lockMessages to false
put true into CardClose
click at H2.V2
set IockMessages to true
put false into CardClose
show cd bin "GS 2"




set locklMessages to false
end doseCard





put hourRequest into TB3
convert TB to short time
put timeChange(TB) &M "Zulu" into line 2 of cd fid 'Time to Begin"
put period into TP
convert TP to short time
put timeChange(TP) && "l-ll1:NM" into line 2 of cd fid "Period"
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put (86400 period) into nuniOrbits
put numOrbits into line 2 of cd ld "Orbits"
put I into cd lid "Begin"
put I into cd fid TEnd"
unlock screen
select text of cd lid "Begin"
enid openCard
Script of Card "Ground Station Placement"
on openCard
global (}eoSat.GD2
if CieoSat is false then
hide cd btn "GS 2"
hide cd btn 'Second Ground Site"
else if GeoSat is true then
show cd bin "GS 2"
show cd btn "Second Ground Site"
end if
put false into GD2
end openCard
on inouseUp
global ant-el ,Glat.Glon.t meZone.Glat2.Glon2,GeoSat ,GD2.d~rr2d.TIV
global CardClose
if CardClose is tru then
pass mouseUp
else
if GeoSat is tMx then
show cd bin "GS 2"
show cd btn "Second Ground Site"
end if
if the mouscH > 489 or the mouseH < 22 then
answer "Clicked off the map! Try again."
pass mouse~p
end if
if the mouseV > 312 or the mouse~v < 0 then




-- Get Ground Station Coordinates
if GD2 is false then
set the loc of cd bti "GS V" to the clickLoc
else if GD2 is tUue then
set the loc of cd bin "GS5 2" to the clickLoc:
show cd bin "GS 2"
end if
lock screen
put the mouseH into H
put the mouseV into V
-since latitudes are distorted by the conformal mercator projection,
-conversion of the vertical mouse click location to a latitude on the
-map requires multiplication by a correcting factor which varies based
-on the latitude
if GD2 is false then
put Lat(V) into Glat
put (H - 254.5)*(2 *pi),467 into Glon
put Glonr2d into GlonDeg
put Glat into Glat.Deg
multiply Glat by d2r
set lockl~vessages to true
go to cd "Ground Station"
set nuinberFormat to "0.#
if Glon < 0 then
multiply GlonDeg by -1
put GlonDeg into cd ld "Ground Station Longitude"
set hilite of cd bta "West" to true
set hilite of cd btn "East" to false
multiply GlonDeg by -I
put round(-Glon,'(pi, 12)) into timeZone
else
put GbonDeg into cd fld "Ground Station Longitude"
set hilite of cd btn "West" to false
set hilite of cd btn "East" to true
put -round(Glon/(pii 12)) into timieZone
end if
if Glat < 0 then
multiply GlatDeg by -1
put GlazDeg into cci fid "Ground Station Latitude"
set bilite of cci btn "South* to true
set hilite of cci bta "North" to false
else
put GlatDeg into cci lid "Ground Station Latitude"
set hilite ofcd bta "South* to false
set hilite ofcd bn 'North" to true
end if
if GeoSat is true then
go back
set lockNessages to false
end if
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put false into TIV
else if GD2 is true then
Put Lat(V) into Glat2
put (H - 254.5)*(2*pi) 467 into Glon2
put Glon2*r2d into GlonDeg2
put Glat2 into GIatDeg2
multiply Glat2 by d2r
set lockMessages to true
go to cd "Ground Station"
set numberFormat to "0 ##"
if Glon2 < 0 then
multiply GlonDeg2 by -1
put GlonDeg2 into cd fId "Ground Station Longitude 2"
set hilite of cd btn "West 2" to true
set hilite of cd btn "East 2" to false
else
put GlonDeg2 into cd fld "Ground Station Longitude 2"
set hilite of cd btn "West 2" to false
set hilite of cd btn "East 2" to true
end if
if Glat2 < 0 then
multiply GlatDeg2 by -I
put GlatDeg2 into cd fld "Ground Station Latitude 2"
set hilite of cd btn "South 2" to true
set hilite of cd btn "North 2" to false
else
put GlatDeg2 into cd fld "Ground Station Latitude 2"
set hilite of cd btn "South 2" to false
set hilite of cd btn "North 2" to true
end if
end if








set hilite of cd bin "Uplink EIRP Unknown" to false
set hilite of cd bin "Satellite G T Unknown" to false
set hilite of cd bta "Satellite EIRP Unknown" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Downlink G T Unknown" to false
if GeoSat is false then
show cd btn "Bide Downlink"
else
hide cd btn "Hide Downlink"
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end if
put "Enter the communications system parameters. If they are" &&-
"unknown then click on the button below the selection. "-
into cd fld "Description"





if cd fld "Uplink EIRP" is not a number then
answer "Invalid EIRP! Try again."
pass closeCard
else if cd fld "Sat 1 EIRP" is not a number then
answer "Invalid EIRP! Try again."
pass closeCard
else if cd fld "Sat I GT" is not a number then
answer Invalid GT Try again."
pass closeCard
else if cd fld 'Downlink GT" is not a number then
answer "Invalid GT! Try again."
pass closeCard
end if
put cd fld "'Uplink EIRP" into EIRPUp
put cd fld "Sat I G/T" into GTUp
put cd fld "Sat I EIRP" into EIRPDown
put cd fld "Downlink GIT" into GTDown
end doseCard




if GeoSat is true then
show cd fld "Access Label"
show cd btn "FDMA"
show cd bin WTDMA"
if commPage is false then
set hilite o( cd btn wFDMA" to false
set hilite o( cd bta *TDMA" to true
put TDMA" into access
end if
put "Enter the uplink and downlink frequencies and select the" &&-
"access type." into cd fld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
else
hide cd fld "Access Label"
hide cd bin "FDNIA"
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hide cd b(n "TDMA"
put "Enter the uplink and downlink frequencies."-
into cd fld "Description"
show cd fld 'Description"
end if
select text of cd fld 'Uplink Freq"





put cd fld "Uplink Freq" into freqUp
put cd fld "Downlink Freq" into freqDown
put FreqToWave(freqUp) into waveUp
put FreqToWave(freqDown) into waveDown
end closeCard
Script of Card "Jamming Losses"
on openCard
global JamUp.JamDown.Losses
put true into Losses
put false into JamUp
put false into JamDown
set hilite of cd btn "Jam Uplink Receiver" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Jam Downlink Receiver" to false
put "To include jamming losses, enter the approriate jamming power" &&-'
"for the uplink and downlink. If the power is unknown then select" &&-
"'Jammer Power Unknown' to find the jammer power"-,
into cd fld "Description"




if JamUp is true then
put cd fld "Jammer Power" into JammingUp
else
put 0 into JammingUp
end if
if JamDown is true then
put cd fld "Jammer Power 2" into JamnumngDown
else




Script of Card "Transmission Losses"
onopenCard
global XmitLossesGeosatJosses
put true into Losses
lock screen
set hilite of cd btn "Include Transmission Losses" to false
put false into XmitLosses
put "Enter the losses due to atmospheric constituents and the" &&'
"propagation losses due to scintillation and polarization" &&-'
"coupling. To include these losse into the full link budget" &&-
"computations click on the Include Transmission Losses' button.'
into cd fld "Description"




global Xmi tLossesAtmLoss Lp.PropLossUp.AtmLossDowiPropLossDown
global GeoSat
if hilite of cd btn "Include Transmission Losses" is true then
put cd fld "Atmospheric Loss Up" into AtmLossUp
put cd fld "Propagation Loss Up" into PropLossUp
put cd fld "Atmospheric Loss Down" into AtmLossDown
put cd fld "Propagation Loss Down" into PropLossDown
put true into Xmit.osses
else
put 0 into AtmLossUp
put 0 into PropLossUp
put 0 into AtmLossDown
put 0 into PropLossDown
put false into XmitLosses
end if
end doseCad





set cursor to 4
put true into Losses
lock screen
put empty into Case
put false into Calc
put zero into RainAttenUp
put zero into PercentUp
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put zero into RainAttenDown
put zero into PercentDown
if GeoSat is false then
set hihte of cd bin "Include Rain Losses" to false
put false into RainLossesUp
put false into kainLossesDown
show cd bn "Include Rain Losses"
hide cd bn "Include Uplink Rain Losses"
hide cd bn "Include Downlink Rain Losses"
hide cd bin "Display Uplink Rain Rate"
hide cd bin "Display Downlink Rain Rate"
put "Rain Region:" into cd fid "Region Label"
put FindRegion(regionLp) into rainRegion
FillRegion
put "To include rain losses, select a surface point rain" &&-
"rate and then calc-Aate the rain loss. Then select Include" &&-
"Rain Losses' prior to leaving the card." into cd fIld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
else
set hilite of cd bin "Display Uplink Rain Rate" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Display Downlink Rain Rate" to false
set hilite of cd bin "Include Uplink Rain Losses" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Include Downlink Rain Losses" to false
put false into RainLossesUp
put false into RainLossesDown
hide cd bn "Include Rain Losses"
show cd bn "Include Uplink Rain Losses"
show cd bin "Include Downlink Rain Losses"
show cd btn "Display Uplink Rain Rate"
show cd bin "Display Downlink Rain Rate"
put empty into cd fld "Region"
repeat with x-4 to 15
put empty into cd fld x
end repeat
end if
repeat with x=7 to 18








if RainLossesUp is false then
put zero into RainAttenUp
put zero into PercentUp
end if
if RainLossesDown is false then
put zero into RainAttenDown
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put zero into PercentDown
else
if RainAttenDown > 0 then
put num(RainAttenDown) into loss
put 273*(1 - [rloss) into SkvNoiseTenip
else
put zero into SkyNoiseTetap
end if
end if
if Caic is false then
put zero into RainAttenlip
put zero into RainAttenDown
put zero into Percent~p
put zero into PercentDown
end if
end clos~id




put true into groundt.plink
set hilite of cd 5it 'Transmitter Power Unknown" to false
set hilIate( of cd btn "Anatenna Gai n Unknown" to fal se
put "Enter the transmitter power and antenna gain and be" &-
"sure to select the correct units!. If these values are" &&-
"unknown the click on the button below the selection."-,'
into cd lid "Description"
show cd ld 'Description"
if GreoSat is true then
if XrmtTvpe is "Satellite" then
put "Downlink EIRP Parameters" into line 2 of cd lid I
show cd fld "InputBO3 T-abel"
show cd ld "InputBO3"
hide cdfld 'Label"
hide cd ld "Ant Pointing Loss"
hide cd fld "'Loss to Motion"
put "Satellite Transmitter Output Backoff (dB):"-
into cu ld "OutputBO LAWe"
el se
put 'Uplink EIRP Parameters" into line 2 of cd ld I
hide cd lid "InputBO Label"
hide cd lid "InputBO3"
show cd lid "Label"
show cd lid "Ant Pointing Loss"
show cd lid "Loss to %lotion"
put 'Ground Transmiter Output Backoft (dB) -




if XmitType is "Satellite" then
hide cd fld "Label"
hide cd fld "Ant Pointing Loss"
hide cd fld "Loss to Motion"
put "Downlink EIRP Parameters" into line 2 of cd fld I
put "Satellite Transmitter Output Backoff (dB): "-'
into cd fRd "OutputBO Label"
else
show cd fld "Label"
show cd fld "Ant Pointing Loss"
show cd fld "Loss to Motion"
put "Uplink EIRP Parameters" into line 2 of cd fRd I
put "Ground Transmitter Output Backoff (dB): "-
into cd fRd "OutputBO Label"
end if
hide cd fld InputBO Label"
hide cd fld "InputBO"
end if
unlock Screen
select text of cd fRd "Xmit Power"
end openCard




put true into satUplink
set hilite of cd btn "System Noise Temperature Unknown" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Antenna Gain Unknown" to false
put "Enter the system noise temprature and antenna gain and be" &&-
"sure to select the correct units!. If these values are" &&-
"unknown the click on the button below the selection."-
into cd fld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
If RcvrType is "Ground" then
put "Downlink GiT Parameters" into line 2 of cd fRd 1
show cd fld "Label"
show cd fRd "Maint Margin"
show cd fld "Ant Pointing Loss"
show cd fld "Loss to Motion"
else
put "Uplink GiT Parameters" into line 2 of cd fld 1
hide cd fld "Label"
hide cd fRd "Maint Margin"
hide cd fld "Ant Pointing Loss"




select text of cd fld "Sys Noise Temp"
end openCaird




if XmitType is "Ground" then
show cd fld "Line Loss Label"
show cd fid "Line Loss"
if GeoSat is true then
if access is "DMA" then
show cd fld "Carriers Label"
show cd fld "Carriers"
else
hide cd fld "Carriers Label"
hide cd fld "Carriers"
end if
else
hide cd fld "Carriers Label"
hide cd fld "Carriers"
end if
put "Enter the satellites saturated power rating," &&-
"reserve for end-of-life loss and any feeder losses." &&-,
If access type is FDMA. enter number of carriers."-
into cd lid "Description"
put "Uplink Transmitter Parameters" into cd fid I
else
hide cd fld "Line Loss Label"
hide cd fld "Line Loss"
hide cd fld "Carriers Label"
hide cd fld "Carriers"
put "Enter the satellites saturated power rating," &&-,
"reserve for end-of-life loss and any feeder losses."-
into cd lid "Description"
put "Downlink Transmitter Parameters" into cd fld I
end if
show cd fld "Description"
unlock scren
select text of cd flid "Saturated Power"
end openCaid





if AntType is "Satellite Down" then
set hilite of cd btn "Downlink And Uplink Antenna Same" to false
show cd bmn "Downlink And Uplink Antenna Same"
show cd fld "Label"
show cd fld "Off Beam Loss"
show cd fld "Pointing Error"
put "Satellite Downlink Antenna Gain" into line 2 of cd fld I
put "Enter the antenna size, efficiency, off-center-beam loss" &&-
"due to satellite motion and satellite pointing error due to" &&-
"satellite attitude control errors. If the downlink" &&-'
"antenna is the same as the uplink antenna, click on" &&-
"'Downlink And Uplink Antenna Same'." into cd fld "Description"
else if AntType is "Ground Down" then
set hilite of cd bin "Downlink .And Uplink Antenna Same" to false
show cd bin "Downlink And Uplink Antenna Same"
hide cd fld "Label"
hide cd fld "Off Beam Loss"
hide cd fld "Pointing Error"
put "Ground Downlink Antenna Gain" into line 2 of cd fld 1
put "Enter the antenna size and efficiency. If the downlink" &&'
"antenna is the same as the uplink antenna, click on" &&-,
"'Downlink And Uplink Antenna Same'." into cd flid "Description"
else if AntType is "Satellite Up" then
show cd fld "Label"
show cd fld "Off Beam Loss"
show cd fld "Pointing Error"
hide cd bin "Downlink And Uplink Antenna Same"
put "Satellite Uplink Antenna Gain" into line 2 of cd flid I
put "Enter the antenna size. efficiency, off-center-beam loss" &&'
"due to satellite motion and satellite pointing error due to" &&--
"satellite attitude control errors." into cd fld 'Description"
else if AntType is "Ground Up" then
hide cd fld "Label"
hide cd fld "Off Beam Loss"
hide cd flid "Pointing Error"
hide cd btn "Downlink And Uplink Antenna Same"
put "Ground Uplink Antenna Gain" into line 2 of cd fld I
put "Enter the antenna size and efficiency."-
into cd fld "Description"
end if
unlock screen
select text of cd fld ".Ant Size"
end Cmd





if RcvrType is "Ground" then
put 'Downlink Receiver" into line 2 of cd fld I
else
put "Uplink Receiver" into line 2 of cd fld I
end if
unlock screen
select text of cd fld "Ant Noise Temp"
end openCard




if I.sses is false then
if GeoSat is false then
hide cd btn "Calculate"
show cd btn "General"
show cd Inn "Latest Time in View"
hide cd btn "Optimum"
hide cd btn "Worst Case"
hide cd bin "Rise"
hide cd btn "Set"
set hilite of cd btn "General" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Latest Time in View" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Optimum" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Worst Cisqe" to false
put eT---ty into line 17 of cd ..A 12
hide ',i Id "Overall C/N"
else
show cd btn "Calculate"
hide cd btn "General"
hide cd btn "Latest Time in View"
hide cd btn "Optimum"
hide cd bin "Worst Case"
hide cd bin "Rise"
hide cd btn "Set"
set hilite of cd bin "Calculate" to false
put "Overall Clear Sky CIN (dB):"into line 17 of cd fld 12
show cd fld "Overall C/N"
end if
show cd btn id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
show cd btn id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
show cd btn id 50-- Rain Losses Grey
show cd btn id 51 -- Xmit Losses Grey
put 'The numbers that appear are from the last use of this card." &&-
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'o calculate the latest link budget select from the options above."-
into cd flId "Description"
show cd flId 'Description"
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put -dBk into cd flId "dBk 1"
put -dBk into cd fld "dBk 2"
unlock screen
end if
put false into Losses
end openCard
Script of Card "Noise Bandwidth"
on openCard
hide cd fld "Hide"
put "Enter the noise bandwidth in MI-. If the noise bandwidth" &&-'
"is unknown then click on the 'Unknown' button.'-'
into cd Ad 'Description"
show cd Rd "Description"




put cd fRd "Noise Bandwidth" into Bif
put 10*log(Bif* 106) into noiseBW
put true into Noise
end closeCard









put freqUp into od fld "freqUp"
if GeoSat is true then
put round(AzUp) & "" into cd fld "AzUp"
else
if Link is "General" then
put AzUp into cd Rd "AzUp"
else




put round(an~ldUp) & '0" into cd fid *ant -elUp"
put round(rangeUp) into cd ld "rangeUp"
set nuinberFornat to '0.00"
if Glon > 0 then
put GIon*r2d & "E" into cd lid "Glon"
el se
put -Glon*r2d & 'A'W" into cd ld "Glon"
end if
if Glat >0 then
put Glat*r2d & "N" into cd ld "Glat"
else
put -Glatr2d & "S" into cd fld "Glat"
end if
put XjmtPwrL'p-EOLReserveUp-OutputBOUp into netpwr
if netpwr-="0.00" then put PwrUp+0 into netpwr
put Xmit.PwrUp+0 into cd fld "Xmit.PwrUp"
put -EOLReserieUp+0 into cd ld "EOLReseri'eUp"
put -OutputBOUp+0 into cd lid "OutputBOUp"
put -Xitd-ineLossUp+0 into cd fld "XmituineLossUp"
put -FeederLossUp+4) into cd lid "FeederLossUp"
put XmitAntGain+0 into cd lid "XinutAntGain"
put EIRPup+0+O into cd ld "nomEIRP"
put -PointingLossUp+0 into cd fld "PointingLossUp"
put -PointingLossSaLMotionUp+O into cd fid "PointingLossSatNotionUp"
put EIRPUp - PointingLossUp - -
PointingLossSaLMotionUp into WorstEIRPUP
put WorstEIRPUTP+0 into cd lid "EIRPup"
-put propefflossup+rainattcoup into preciploss
put -FreeSpaceLossUp+s0 into Cd lid "FreeSpaceLossUp"
put -AtmLossUp+0 into Cd ld "AtmLoss"
put -PropLossUp+0 into Cd ld "PropLoss"
put -RainAttenUp+0 into Cd lid "'RainAttenUp"
put FreeSpaceLossUp + AtmLossUp + PropLossUp + RainAttenUp-
into PathLossUp
put -PathLossUp+0 into Cd ld "PathLossUp"
if Geosat is ten
put "Output Back-Off For Garniers (dB):" into -
line 4 of cd lid I
put NumnCarriers into Cd ld "NumCarniers"
else
put "Output Back-Off (dB):" into line 4 of Cd lid I
put empty into cd lid "NumCarriers"
end if
set numberFormat to "0.###"












set numberFormat to "0.00"
put SaLRcvr.-ntGain into cd fid "SatRcvrAntGain"
put -SatRcvrNoiscTempsO into cd fld "SatRcvrNoiseTetnp"
put GTIUp into cd fld "Nom GT"
put -SatOffCenterLossL'p+0 into cd fld "SatOffCenterLoss"
put -PointingErrorLossUp+0 into cd fId Tointing~rorLoss"
put GTUp - SatOffCenterLossUp - PointingErrorLossUp-
into WorstGTlUp
put WorstGTI-p+0 into cd fld "GTIUp"
put Worst.EIRPUP4.0 into cd fid "EIRPUp"
put -PathLossUp+0 into cd fld "PathLossUp"
put WAorstGT~p+0 into cd fld "GTUp 2"
put -dBk+0 into cd Id "dBk"
put -noiseBW4-0 into cd (Id "noiseBW"
put WorstEIRPUP - PathLossUp + WorstGTUp - dBk - -
nol seBW' into WorstCNUp
put lkorstCNL'p+O into cd fld "CNUp"
put I (I(WorstCNUp, 10)) into ujCN
if JamUp is true then
put WorstEIRPUP - PathLossUp - JammingUp into CJL'p
put I (I(CJUpj 10)) into upCJ
put I0*log( 1 (upCJ +- upC\N)) into OveralI.NUp
el se
put "N'A" into CJUp
put zero into upCJ
put WorstC.NUp into OvcrallCNUp
end if
put iammingUp+0 into cd (Id "Jamn Up"
put CJUp into cd (Id "CJUp"
put OverallCNUp into cd fld "Overall CNUp"
cod opoxcad












put freqDown into ad ld "freqDown"
put round(antel Down) & *"into cd fid "ant-edDown"
put round(rangeDown) into cd fld 'rangelown"
if GeoSat is true then
put round(,AzDown) & '"int 'o cd ld "Azfkwn"
set numberForinat to "0.00"
if Glon.2 > 0 then
put Glon2r2d & "* E" into cd ld "Glon"
else
put -Glon2*r2d & "" W" into cd ld "Glon"
end if
if Glat2 > 0Othen
put Glat2*r2d & "* N" into cd ld "Glat"
else
put -Glat2*r2d & "* S" into cd lid "Glat"
end if
put "Satellite Input Back-Off (dB)" into line 2 of cd ld 1
show cd ld "SatInputBO"
put -SatlnputBO+0 into cd lid "SatlnputBO"
else
if Unk is "General" then
put AzDown into cdnld "Azl~own"
else
put round(AzDown) & O. into cd ld "AzDown"
end if
set numberForwnat to "0.00"
if Glon >0 then
put Glon*rJ, & "E" into cd lid "Glon"
else
put -Glonr2d & "W" inio cd ld "Glon"
end if
if Glat >0 then
put Glatr2d & "N" into cd ld "Glat"
else
put -Glatr2d & "S" into cd lid "Glat"
end if
put empty into line 2 of cd lid I
put zero into SatInputBO
bide cd ld -SalinputBO-
end if
put XmitPwrDown+0 into cd ld "XmitPwrDown"
put -EOLReserveDown+0 into cd ld "EOLReserveDown"
put -FeederLossDown+O into cd fid Feede LossDown"
put SaLXmitAntGain+0 into cd ld 'SaLxmiL~ntG-ain"
put -Output.BOdown+0 into cdnld "OutputBOdown"
put EIRPDown+0 into cd lid "efTEIRP"
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put -Sat~ffCenterLossDown+0 into cd ld "SatOffCenterLoss*
put -Pointing~xrorLossDown+0 into cd fid "PointingErrorLoss"
put EIRPDown - SatOffCenterLossDown - PointingErrorLossDown-
into W orstElRPDown
put W'orstElRPDown + 0 into cd fld "EJRPDown"
put -FreeSpaceLossDowni-0 into cd lid reeSpaceLossDown*
put -.AtmLossDown+0 into cd ld "AtmLossl~own"
put -RainLAttenDown.0 into cd lid "RamnXttenDown"
put TPropLossDown+0 into cd lid "PropLossDown"
if Creosat is flue then
put "Output Back-Off For Carriers (dB): "into -
line 6of cd fd 1
put NumCamrers into cd lid "NumCamrers"
else
put "Output Back-Off (dB):" into line 6 of cd ld I
put empty into cd ld "NumCamrers"
end if
put FreeSpaceLossDown + AtmLossDown + RainAttenDown +PropLossDown-
into PathLossflown
put -PathLossDown into cd lid 'PathLossIown"
set numberFormat to "0 ###"
put PercesnDown into cd ld 'Percent"
unlock screen
end openCard








set nuinberFormat to "0.00"
ii SkyNoiseTemp is empty then put zero into SkyNoiseTemp
put SkyNoiscTemp+O into cd ld "SkyNoiseTemp"
put RcvrntG-ain+O into cd lid "RcvrAntGain"
if RcvrNoiseTcznp is no( empty then
put num(RcvrNotseTemp) + SkyNoiseTemp, into Temp,
put l0*log(emp) into RcvrTemp
put -RcvrTemp+0 into cd lid "RcvrNoiseTemp'
put RcVrAntGain - RcvrTenip into GT
el se
put GTDown into GT
end if
put GT - PointingLossDown - MainLIarginDown.-
PotintungLos'SaiklotionDown into WorstGT
put GT4-0 into cd ld 'termiinalGT"
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put -PointingLossDown-O into cd lid "PointingLossDown*
put -MaintlMarginDown-O into cd ld "MaintMargin"
put -PointingLossSaLNotionDown+O ito cd fld
"PointingLossSaLi~otionDown"
put WorstGT+O into cd ld "GTDown"
put Worst.EIRPDown+0 into cd lid "EIRPDown"
put -PathLossDown4-0 into cd ld 'PathLossDown"
put W'orsiGl±0 into cd ld "GTDown 2"
put -dBk+s- into cd ld "dBk"
put -noiseBW+O into cd ld "noiseBW"
put WorstE[RPDown + WorstGT - dBk - PathLossDown.-
noiseBW into WorstC.NDown
put WorstCNIown+O into cd ld "WorstCNDown"
put JammingDown.O into cd fld "Jam Down"
put I (IOA(WorstCNDown/ 10)) into downCN
if JaniDown is true then
put WorstElRPDown - PathLossDown - JammningDown into CJDown
put I (1OA(CJDownj 10)) into downCJ
put I 0*Iog( , (downCJ + downCN)) into OverallC.NDown
else
put "N A" into CJDown
put zero into downCi
put WorstCNDown into OverallCNDown
end if
put CJDown into cd ld "CJDown"
put OverallC NDown+O into cd fid "Overall CNDown"
if GeoSat is true then
put l0*iog(li(upCN + downCN + downCJ + upCJ)) into WorstCNOverall
put WorstCNOverall+0 into cd ld "WorstCNOverall"
show cd fld "WorstCNOverall"
show cd fld "WorstCNOverall LAbel
else
bide cd lid "W'orstCNOverall"








put the short date into cd lid 'Date of View"
put period into localPeriod
convert iocalPeriod to short time
put TimeChange~local Period) into cd lid "Period"
if begin is mru then
set hilite of cd bn "L.ST" to true
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set hilite of cd bin "DST" to false
set hilite of cd bin "Zulu" to false
put timeZone into timeAdjust
put the time into localTime
put TimeChange(IocalTime) into cd flId -Time to Begin"
put TimeChange(localPeriod) into cd fId "View"
end if
put The 'Viewing Time' is the total time that the ground trace" &&-
"will run. The 'Date of View' and Time to begin View' will" &&-,
"determine the starting point for the ground trace. The Time Step'" &&-'
"sets the interval between satellite movements. When modifying" &&-'
"times ensure the entry is in HHMM format. Dont forget the colon!" &&-
"Ensure the date is in N1MM DD/YY format." into cd fld "Description"




global view. period, step, dr. GHAdeg. hourRequest.timeAdjust
put 3029572800 into JDOsec
put cd fld "Date of View" into dateRequest
convert dateRequest to seconds
put char I to 2 of cd fld "Time to Begin" into H--I
put char 4 to 5 of cd fld "Time to Begin" into NIM
put HII + timeAdjust + (NM'60) into Ur
put LT * 3600 into hourRequest
add dateRequest to hourRequest
put ((dateRequest - JDOsec)/(24*3600)) into Jday
put 100.4602346 + 0.985647348 * Jday + 15.041068 * L-r into GHAlong
put (G-lWong,360 - trunc(GHAlong"360)) * 360 into GHAdeg
If GIL.deg < 0 then add 360 to GFLAdeg
if cd fld "View" is empty then
put period into view
else
put char 4 to 5 of line I of cd fld "View" into it
put 60*it into Nt
put char I to 2 of line I of cd fld "View" into it
put 3600"it into 1-11
put HH + NM into view
end if
if dt = empty then put 180 into dt
if step = empty then
put "3.0 Minute" into step
set hilite of cd bn "3.0 Minute" to true
set the hilite of card button "6.0 Minute" to false
set the hilite of card button "9.0 Minute" to false
set the Mlite of card button "1.5 Minute" to false










if begin is true then
set the hilite of card button 'North America" to false
set the hilite of card button "South America" to false
set the hilite of card button "Europe" to false
set the hilite of card button "Africa" to false
set the hilite of card button "Middle East" to false
set the hilite of card button "Asia" to false
set the hilite of card button "SE Asia & Australia" to false
set the hilite of card button 'North Atlantic" to false
set the halite of card button "South Atlantic" to false
set the hilite of card button "Indian Ocean" to false
set the hilite of card button "North Pacific" to false
set the hilite of card buttu,L "South Pacific" to false
set the hilite of card button "North Pole" to false
set the hilite of card button "South Pole" to false
set the hilite of card button "Global" to true
-- Choce map for default
put "Global Map" into Map
-- Set Swath default
set hilite of cd btn "Ground Swath" to false
put false into swath
put false into plotAll
hide cd btn "Continuous"
hide cd btn "Individual"
-- Set LatLLon limits
put pi into maxLon
put -pi into minLon
put (pi/2) into maxLal
put -(pi, 2) into minLat
-- Calc scale parameters
put 5112 into aLon
put 5O 7l(2 "pi) into bLon
put 301/2 into aLat
put -255/pi into bLat
put false into begin
end if
put GHAdeg into cd fld "GHA"
put "Select a map for view and if required select 'Ground Swath'" &&-
"to display the area in the satellites view based upon the" &&-,
"ground stations antenna elevation." into cd fid "Description"




Script of Card "Global Map"
on openCard
show bg bin "Ground Trace"
show bg bin "Rewind"
show bg btn "Print Card"
show bg fld 'Time Step Label"
show bg fld "Time Step"
show bg fld "Time Label"
show bg flId Time"
end openCard
Script of Card "Geo Global"
on openCard
global GionGlat,Glon2.Glat2.GeoSatLonJatJon.d2rx2d
global zrReant-el.antel2.t 1 ,t2.dpbLi,e I ,e2.e3
global n 1 ,n2,n3.p l .p2.p3.earth-e.c-l .sEl.ant-elUp.ant-eiDown
global lonV JatVaLonaLat.bLon.bLat.cLon.cLat.oldXv.oldY v
global xS ,vSgxS.gySxV .yVMap.PlotType.orbi tPage
global rangeUprangeDownAz UpAzDown.groundPage
if groundPage is true then
hide cd btn id II -- Link Info Gray
else
show cd btn id 11 -- Link Info Gray
end if
put true into orbitPage
set cursor to busy
put -Te field of view for this satellite is based upon" &&-
"the greatest antenna elavation of the two ground stations." -
into cd fld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
put ant el into ant_el1
if ant_e12 > antel then
put ant-el2 into ant.el
end if
-- Calc scale permeters
hide bg bin "Satellite 2"
put "Global Map" into Map
put 511,2 into aLon
put 507 (2 *p) into bLon
put 301 2 into aLat
put -255pi into bLat
put aLon + bLon*Glon into gxSl
put aLat + bLat*Glat into gyS 1
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put aLon bLon*GeoSaLLon into xSat
put aLon +bLon*Glon2 into gxS2
put aLat -bLat4Glat2 into gyS2
set the Ioc of bg bnn *Ground Uplink" to round(gxS I ).ound(gyS 1)
set the loc of bg btn *Ground Downink" to round(gxS2xround(gyS2)
set the loc of bg btn "Satellite V" to roundCxSat).151
put 0 into bat
put GeoSatL-on into Ion
choose brush tool
set brush to 32
set pattern to 12
Swath Width -- Handier in stack script.
repeat with j = 0Oto 30
put j "dphi into phi
put cos(phi) into ephi
put sin(pht) into sphi
put tlI*p I + t2*(cphi*n I + spi- le 1) into xView
put t I p2 + t2*(cphin2 + sptu 1e2) into yView
put t I p2 + t2*(cphl*nL3 + sphi *e3) into zView
put aSin(z%*iew, r) into IatV
put aTan2(xView~y~view) into IonV
put 'Fit Ad of View" into Plotlype
Flotkfap -- Handler in stack script.
if j = 0 then
put OV into oldLXv
put yV into oldYv
end if
if abs(obd]%v - xV) < 250 then




put x%* into oldLXv
pui y V into oldYv
end repeat
choose browse tool
put rcos(GeoSatfon) into ox
put rsin(GreoSatLon) into oy
put zero into oz
put GeodedicLat(Glat) into lci-ji
put GeodedicLa((Glat2) into GeolLAi
put GeodedicRk(GeoLat) into ROblong
put G'eodedicR(GeoLat2) into RObong2
put cos(GeoLAOco(Glou) into g-,
ptit cos(Geol-at)Osin(Glon) into gy
put sin(GeoLat' into gz
put o-,gx +- ovgy + ozgz into r-onR
put cos(GjeoL.at2)*coq(Gbon2) into gx2
put cos(CroLat2)*sin(Glon2) into gy2
put sin(GeoL-at2) into gz2
put ox'g-.2 - oygy2 , oz'gz2 into r-onR_2
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if r-onR >= ROblong then
put asin(ronR 'r) into theoretical-el
put atan((sin(theoreticalel) - ROblong r)-,
cos(theoretical_el)) into trueel
if true_el >= ant el I then
put SlantRange(rROblong,true-el) into rangeUp
put Glon - GeoSatLon into del-Ion
put Azimuth (del_lon.GlatGeoSatLon) into AzUp
put true-el*r2d into ant-elUp
else
answer "The uplink station is not in view of the Satellite!" &&--
"Either move the ground station, move the satellite or" &&-,
"modify the antenna elevation."
put "N A" into ant_elUp
put "N, A" into AzUp
put false into orbitPage
show cd btn id I l-- Link Info Gray
end if
else
answer 'The uplink station is not in view of the Satellite!" &&--
"Either move the ground station or move the satellite."
put "N A" into antelUp
put "N A" into AzUp
put false into orbitPage
show cd btn id 11 -- Link Info Gray
end if
if r-onR_2 >= ROblong2 then
put asin(ron_R_2!r) into theoretical_e12
put atan((sin(theoreticalel2) - RObong2 r)-,
cos(theoreticalel2)) into true_e12
if true_e12 >= ant_el2 then
put SlantRange(r.ROblong2.trueel2) into rangeDown
put Glon2 - GeoSatLon into deli_lon2
put Azimuth (dellon2.Glat2,GeoSatLon) into AzDown
put true el2*r2d into antelDown
else
answer -he downlink station is not in view of the Satellite!" &&-,
"Either move the ground station, move the satellite or" &&-,
"modify the antenna elevation."
put A" into ant.elDown
put A" into AzDown
put false into orbitPage
show cd bn id I -- Link Info Gray
end if
else
answer "The downlink station is not in view of the Satellite!" &&-
"Fther move we ground station or move the satellite."
put "N A" into antelI)own
put "NA" into AzDown
put false into orbitPage
show cd btn id I I -- Link Info Gray
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end if
hide cd fld "Description"
set numberFonnat to "0.##"
put AzUp into cd fid "Azimuth Up"
put ant-elUp into cd fld "Elevaton Up"
put AzDown into cd fld "Azimuth Down"








APPENDIX E: MAJOR BUTITON SCRIPTS
Inclusion of all of the button scripts was prohibitive. The first eight scripts listed represent a
generalized Nersion of the major navigation buttons. The remainder are significant enough that their
inclusion was necessary. Wherever possible. scripts of similar buttons on a specific card have been
normalized.
Script of Button "< Button Name >" of < Card or Background > "<Card or Background Name >"
on mouseUp
global Error
if Error is true then
answer "You have an invalid entiry Tr- again."
pass mouseUp
else
go to cd "< Card Name >"
end if
end mouseUp




Script of Card Button "<Button Name >" of Card "< Card Name >"
on mouseL'p
answer "Not an option from this card."
end mouseUp
Script of Button 'Help Me" of < Card or Background "< Card or Background Name >"
on mouseUp
global Goal
put the short name of this cd into Goal
go to cd "Help" && Goal
end mouseUp
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Script of Background Button "Return" of Background "Help"
on mouseUp
global Goal
visual effect Shrink to top
go to cd Goal
end mouseLp
Script of Button "< Button Name >" of Card " Help Card Name >"
on mouseUp
visual effect Shrink to top
go to "< Card Name >"
end mouseUp
Script of Background Button "Rewind" of Background "<Map Background Name>"
on mouseUp
global Map
if the short name of prev cd = map then
go prey
else go to cd "Ground Trace"
end mouseUp
Script of Background Button "Forward" of Background "<Map Background Name>"
on mouseUp
global Map
if the short name of prey cd = map then
go next
else go to cd "Ground Trace"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Semimajor Axis" of Card "What You Know of Orbits"
on mouseUp
global GeoSat.commPage.groundPage,begin,orbitPagelVNois
put false into commPage
put false into orbitPage
put false into groundPage
put false into TIV
put true into begin
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put false into GeoSat
put false into Noise
set hilite of me to true
set the hilite of card button "Perigee and Apogee" to false
set the hilite of card button "Charlie Elements" to false
set the hulite of card button "Geostationar," to false
go to card "Senmajor Axis Card"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Perigee and Apogee" of Card "W hat You Know of Orbits"
on mouseUp
global GeoSat.commPage.groundPagebegin.orbitPage.TI V.Noise
put false into commPage
put false into orbitPage
put false into groundPage
put false into TIV
put true into begin
put false into GeoSat
put false into Noise
set hilite of me to true
set the hilite of card button "Semimajor Axis" to false
set the hilite of card button "Charlie Elements" to false
set the hilite of card button "Geostationary" to false
go to card "Perigee and Apogee Card"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Charlie Elements" of Card "What You Know of Orbits"
on mouseUp
global GeoSatcommPage.groundPage.begin,orbitPage,TIV .Noise
put false into commPage
put false into orbitPage
put false into groundPage
put false into IV
put true into begin
put false into GeoSat
put false into Noise
set hilite of me to true
set the hilite of card button "Semimajor Axis" to false
set the hilite of card button "Perigee and Apogee" to false
set the hilite of card button "Geostationary" to false
go to card "Charlie Elements Card"
end mouseUp




put true into GeoSat
put false into groundPage
put false into orbitPage
put false into commPage
put false into Noise
set hilite of me to true
set the hilite of card button "Semimajor Axis" to false
set the hilite of card button "Perigee and Apogee" to false
set the hilite of card button "Charlie Elements" to false
go to card "Geostationary Card"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Orbital Elements" of Card "Semimajor Axis Card"
on mouseUp
set the cursor to 4
lock screen
global ecc.param.Rmin.Rmax Re.a.basnDeg,perDegincDeg~muhrxminsec
global atSdt, pAlt, periodError
if Error is true then
answer "You have an invalid entryl Try again."
pass mouseUp
else
put line I of card field "a" into a
put line I of card field "ecc" into ecc
put line I of card field "asnDeg" into asnDeg
put line I of card field "perDeg" into perDeg
put line I of card field "incDeg" into incDeg
if a is not a number then
answer "Invalid Semmajor Axis. Try Again!"
put "Enter Semimajor Axis tn Kilometers" into cd f1d "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
pass mouseUp
else if a < 6378 then
answer "'Your orbit passes through the Earth. Try Again'"
put "Enter Semimajor Axis in Kilometers" into cd fld "Description"
shw cd fld "Description"
pass mouseUp
end if
if ecc is not a number or ecc < 0 or ecc >= I then
answer 'Not a valid eccentricity Try Again'"
put "Fater the Eccentncaty" into cd fid "DescnlptOin"
put "0 ! c < " into line 2 of cd fld "Description"




if incDeg is not a number or incDeg < 0 or incDeg > 180 then
answer 'Not a valid inclination. Try Again'"
put "Enter The Inclination." into cd fld "Description"
put "0* to 180*" into line 2 of cd fid 'Description"
show cd fId "Description"
pass mouset.p
end if
if asaDeg is not a number or asnDeg < 0 or asnDeg > 360 then
answ~er "Not a valid Longitude of the Ascending Node. Try Again!"
put "Enter The Longitude of the Ascending Node." into cd ld "Description"
put "00 to 3600 to the East" into line 2 of cd fid "Description"
show cd fld 'Description"
pass mouseUp
end if
if perDeg is not a number or perDeg < 0 or perDeg > 360 then
answer "Not a valid Argument of Perigee. Try Again!"
put "Enter The Argument of Perigee" into cd fid "Description"
put "0* to 360* to the East" into line 2 of cd ld "Description"
show cd fid "Description"
pass niouseL'p
end if
put a*( - ecc) - Re into p.lt
put a*( + - ecc) - Re into aAlt
put pAlt + Re into Rmin
if Rmnin < 6378 then
answer-
"Invalid eccenuricity. the satellite will hit the earth. Try again"
select text of cd fld "ecc"
exit tnouseUp
end if
put a.-klt + Re into Rinax
put Rnn*( Il+ecc) i nto parani
put asqrt( I - eccecc) into b
put 2*pt sqr(aa*a, mu) into period
put Lrunc~perlod) into intP
put intP div 3600 int hr
put (intP - 3600bhr) div 60 into amn
put (intP? - 3600bhr - 60*min) into sec
go to card "Orbital Elements*
set numberForniat to "0 #"
put a & " Km" into line I of card field "a"
set numberForinat to "0.###"
put ecc into line I of card field *eec"
set numberFormat to "04"
put pAlt & "Kn" into line I of card field "p.Alt
put a,-Ut & "Km*" into line I of card field 'a.it*
put asnl~eg & " "into line I of card field *asnDeg*
put perDeg & "" into line I of card field "perDeg"
put incDeg & " "into line I of card field "incDeg"
set numberFormat to "0"
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if sec >= 10 then
put hr & ":" & mi n & "& sec & " HHM:. :SS"into -
line 1 of card field 'Time"
else
put hr & & rin & "i & "0" & sec & " HH: &MSS"into --




Script of Card Button "Orbital Elements" of Card "Perigee and Apogee Card"
on mouseUp
set the cursor to 4
global eccparamRminmRmaxRe.a.basnDeg,perDegincDegmuhrnmunsec
global aAlt, pAl, period, Error
if Error is true then




put line I of card field "pAlt" into pAlt
put line 1 of card field "aAlt" into aA.t
put line I of card field "asnLeg" into asnDeg
put line I of card field "perDeg" into perDeg
put line I of card field "incDeg" into incDeg
if pAlt > a.dt then
put pAlt into temp
put a.At into pAlt
put temp into a-%lt
put p.-t into cd fld "p.Mt"
put aAlt into cd fid "a.-t"
end if
if pAlt is not a number or pAlt < 0 then
answer "'ot a valid Altitude of Perigee. Try Again!"
put "Mtitude of Perigee in Kilometers" into cd fld "Desription"
show cd fld *Description"
pass moueUp
end if
if aAt is not a number or aAlt < 0 then
answer 'Not a valid Altitude of Apogee. Try Again!"
put "Altitude of Apogee in Kilometers." into cd fld 'Descption"
show cd fld "Description"
pass mouseUp
end if
if uncDeg is not a number or incDeg < 0 or intFeg > 180 then
answer "Not a valid inclinauon. Try Again
put "Enter The Inclinaton" into cd fld "Description"
put "0" to 180** into line 2 of cd fld "Description"
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show cd fld "Description"
pass mouseUp
end if
if asnDeg is not a number or asnDeg < 0 or asnDeg > 360 then
answer "Not a valid Longittdc of the Ascending Node. Try Again!"
put "Enter The Longitude of the Ascending Node." into cd fld "Description"
put "00 to 3600 to the East" into line 2 of cd fld "Description"
show cd fld 'Description"
pass mouseUp
end if
if perDeg is not a number or perDeg < 0 or perDeg > 360 then
answer "Not a valid Argument of Perigee. Try Again'"
put "Enter The Argument of Perigee" into cd fld 'Description"
put "0° to 3600 to the East" into line 2 of cd fld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
pass mouseUp
end if
put p.lt + Re into Rmin
put a..lt + Re into Rmax
put Rmin, Rmay into ratio
put (I - ratio),(I + ratio) into ecc
put Rzun*(l--ecc) into param
-- r = param (I + ecc*cos(theta))
put (p.-t + a.-t + 2*Re), 2 into a
put a*sqrt(1 - ecc~ecc) into b
put 2*pt*sqrt(a*a*a, mu) into period
put Lrun(pe7riod) into intP
put intP div 360, into hr
put (intP - 3600"hr) div 60 into mn
put (intP - 3600*hr - 60*mn) into sec
go to card "Orbital Elements"
set numberFormat to "0.#"
put a & " Kin" into line I of card field "a"
set numberFormat to "0,###"
put ecc into line I of card field "ecc"
set numberFormat to "0 #"
put p.At & " Kin" into line I of card field "pAlt"
put aAlt & " Kin" into line I of card field "aAlt"
put asnDeg & "*" into line I of card field "asnDeg"
put perDeg & " "into line 1 of card field "perDeg"
put incDeg & " *" into line I of card field "incDeg"
set numberForinat to "0-"
If sec >= 10 then
put hr & ":* & nun & "& sec & " HIl .- :SS"into -
line I of card field "Time"
else
put hr & ":" & mn & "" & "0" & sec & " HH:NM:SS"into "





script of Card Button "Orbital Elements" of Card 'Charlie Elements Card.
on mouselp
set the cursor to 4
global ecc.parax m inRnax .R.a~basnDegerDgaiegnuhr~nsec
global a.-Ut. pAlt. period. asnTime.Error
if Error is true then
answer "Invalid entry! Try again."
pass rnouseL'p
else
put 806,81364522 into berg
lock screen
put line I of card field "MI M Motion" into MMMI
put line 1 of card field "ccc" into cc
put line 1 of card field "asnC" into asnC
put line 1 of card field "perC" into perC
put line I of card field "incC" into incC
put (mu*(hergMMM1V ) A 2)A(1,3) into a
put asnC*360 into asaDeg
put perC*360 into perDeg
put incC*360 into incDeg
put a*( I - ccc) - Re into pAlt
put a*( I + ccc) - Re into aAlt
put pAlt + Re into Rtmin
put aAlt + Re into Rmax
put asqrt( 1 - eccecc) into b
put Rnin*( +cc) into param
put 2p'qrt(aaa, mu) into period
put trunc(period) into intP
put intP div 3600 into hr
put (intP - 3600*hr) div 60 into mnn
put (int.P - 3600*hr - 60*min) into see
go to card "Orbital Elements"
set nuxuberFortmat to "01i"
put a & "Kin" into line I of card field "a"
set numberFormat to "0.#fi if
put ecc into line I of card field "ccc"
set nuinberFormat to "01i"
put pAlt & "Ki" into line I of card field "pAlt"
put a.AUt & "Km" into line I of cad field "aAlt*
put asnDeg & * * into line I of card field "anDeg"
put perDeg & "*" into line I of card field *perDeg"
put incDeg & " *" into line I of card field "incDeg"
set nuinberFormat to "0."
if sec >= 10 then
put hr & " "& nun & " & sec & " HU-1 M SS *into -
line I of card field "Time"
el se
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put hr & ":" & rain & ":" & "0" & sec &" HH MMSS"into -








put the mouseH into x
set the location of cd btn "Satellite 1" to x.151
show cA! bn "Satellite 1"
if x = 256 then
put zero into GeoSatLon
put GeoSatLon into cd fld "Sat Lon"
set hilite of cd btn "East" to true
set hilite of cd btn "West" to false
else
put (x - 256)*(2"pi); 507 into GeoSatLon
put GeoSatLon* 180/pi into lonDeg
if lonDeg < 0 then
set hilite of cd bin "East" to false
set hilite of cd bin 'West" to true
else
set hilite of cd btn "East" to true
set hilite of cd bm "West" to false
end if
put round(absoonDeg)) into cd fld "Sat Lon"
end if
put true into change
unlock screen
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Compute Rise and Set" of Card "Rise and Set"
on mouseUp
global Error
if Error is truw then
answer "You have an invalid entry! Try again."
pass mouseUp
else
put "Computing, This might take a while" into msg
show msg
-- lock screen
set cursor to 4
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put empty into cd fld "Rise Time"
put empty into cd fld 'Rise Azimuth"
put empty into cd fld "Elevation Angle"
put empty into cd lid "Set Time"
put empty into cd fld "Set Azimuth"
global ecc.param.Rmnn.max.RecabasnDeg.perDegjncDeg~dtmu
global period, GHL-deg. hourRequest.Glat.Glonant-el ,we,d2rxrM
global E~tmeanMloton,ex .ey.ez~vx,vy~v7-sinE.cosE~t0
global welvfaxRangeRiseMaxRangeSetMtinRangej1VAzRise.AzSet
global AzOpt.ElRi scElSet ,ElOpt
put true into TV
put zero into MaIRangeRise
put zero into MaxRangeSet
put 35786 into kliRange
put sqrt(a*a*a mu) into mean~iotion
p'it true into first
put one into line-num
put "0,0.0.0,0" into data
put zero into ElOpt
put zero into EJRise
put zero into ElSet
put zero into AzSet
put zero into AzRise
put zero into AzOpt
put 0.081992 into earth-e
OrbitXform -- Handler in stack script.
- (Get Ground Statioa Coordinates
put GeodedicLat(Glat) into GeoLat
put GeodedicR(GeoLat) into R..Oblong
-- Calc orbit points
put cd lid "Begin" into begin
put cd lid "End" into theEnd
put trunc((begin - 1)*periodl60) + I into start
put round(theEndspeniod/6o) into finish
repeat with k = start to finish
add one to k
put k*60 into orbtime
put orbtirne + tO intot
put orbtime + hourRequest into elapsedTimc
convert elapsadfime to shor time
Newton-Raphson -- Handler in stack script.
-- Solution for the true anomaly
put oe(E) into cosE
put (cosE-,e=)/( I -ecccosE) into cosOrbAng
put sqrt( I -cosOrbAng~osOrbAng) into sinOrbAng
if sin(E) < 0 then put -sinOrbAng into sinOrbAng
- - Solution for the Satellites inertial coordinates
put param, (I +ecccosOrbAng) into r
put rcosOrbAng into rp
put r*sinOrbAng into rv
put exrp + vxrv into ox
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put ey*rp + vy*rv into oy
put ez*rp + vz*rv into oz
put we*t into wet
-- Solution for the sub-satellite point
put cos(wet) into CosWet
put sin(wet) into SinWet
put ox*cos'fet + oy*sinWet into xe
put -ox*sinWet + oy*cosWet into ye
put aSin(oz.r) into satLat
put aTan2(xe.ye) into satLon
-- Solution for the ground stations inertial coordinates
put Glon + wet into Gang
put cos(GeoLat)*cos(Gang) into gx
put cos(GeoLat)*sin(Gang) into gy
put sin(GeoLat) into gz
put ox*gx + oy*gy + oz*gz into r onR
if r onR >= ROblong then
put asin(ron_.'r) into theoretical el
put atan((sin(theoretical_el) - ROblong'r) --
cos(theoretical ei)) into trueci
if trueel >= antel then
put SlantRange(r.ROblong.trueel) into range
put Glon - satLon into del Ion
put Azimuth (deljon.Glat,satLat) into AZ
if first is true then
add one to linenum
put range into taxRangeRise
put TimeChange(elapsedTime) into item I of data
put Round(AZ) & "" into item 2 of data
put AZ into AzRdse
put false into first
put trueel*r2d into EIRise
put zero into ElOpt
end if
if true-el*r2d > ElOpt then
put trueel*r2d into E1Opt
put AZ into AzOpt
end if
put range into MaxRangeSe(
if range < MinRange then
put range into MinRange
end if
put Rotmd(EOpt) & "" into item 3 of data
put TimeCIange(edapsedTime) into item 4 of data
put Round(AZ) & " into item 5 of data
put AZ into AzSet
put true-el*r2d into EMSet
end if
else
put true into first
put zero into max_el
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end if
put item I of data into line line-num of cd Rld "Rise Time"
put item 2 of data into line line -num of cd fRd "Rise Azimuth"
put item 3 of data into line line-num of cd fld "Elevation.Angle"
put item 4 of data into line line-nuin of cd fRd "Set Time"





.rnpt of Card Button "zRain Region >" of Card "Ground Station Placement"
on mousel'p
global regio
put the shor ane of me into reiroi
put region into msg
set IocLkfessages to true
pass mouseup
end mouseli p
S -cnp of Card Button "Second Ground Site" of Card "Ground Station Placement"
onl m'ousetp
global GD2
put true into GD2
end mouseLp
Script of Card Button "Uplink EIRP Unknown" of Card "link Info"
on mouseUp
global Xmitlype,-ntTy-pe
set hilite (f me to true
put "Ground" into Xncitfype
put "G7round Up" into.AntTy-pe
go cd "EIRP Parameters"
end mouseUp
-Script of Card Button 'Downlink G T Unknown" of Card " ink Info"
on mouseDown
global Rc'.rType--ntfype
put "Ground" into RcvrType
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put "Ground Down" into AntType
set hilite of me to true
go cd "G T Parameters"
end mouseDown
Script of Card Button "Satellite EIRP Unknown" of Card "lank Info"
on mouseUp
global XnmtType. AntType
set hilite of me to true
put "Satellite" into XmitType
put "Satellite Down" into AntType
go to cd "EIRP Parameters"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Satellite G T Unknown" of Card "Link Info"
on mouseUp
global RcvrTypeAntTvpe
put "Satellite" into RcvrType
put "Satellite Up" into AntType
set hilite of me to true
go to cd "G:T Parameters"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Done" of Card "Jamming Losses"
on mouseUp
global Jammer.waveUp.waveDownjamUpjamDown.Error
if Error is true then





hide cd fid "Jammer Power Output"
hide cd fld "Label"
hide cd fld "Range"
hide cd btn "Jamming in Main Beam"
hide cd btn "Jamming at Half Beam"
hide cd flId "Hide"
put cd fld "Range" into range
put cd fld "Jammer Power Output" into Power
-- Jammer antenna is modeled as an omni -directional antenna
-- with a gain of 1.56 dBi
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put 1.56 into gainUp
put 1.56 into gainDown
if hilite of cd bn "Jammer Power Unknown" is true then
put (4*pj*ran-e*OA3 waveUp)Y2 into lossUp
put 10*log(lossUp) into Loss
put Power + gainUp - Loss into Jammer
if hilite of cd btn "Jamming at Half Beam" is true then
subtract 3 from Jammer
end if
show cd btn "Jammer Power Unknown"
put Jammer into cd fld "Jammer Power"
end if
if hilite of cd btn "Jammer Power Unknown 2" is true then
put (4*pi*range* 10A3 waveDown)A2 into lossDown
put 10*logkossDown) into Loss
put Power + gainDown - Loss into Jammer
if hilite of cd btn "Jamming at Half Beam" is true then
subtract 3 from Jammer
end if
show cd bin "Jammer Power Unknown 2"
put Jammer into cd fld "Jammer Power 2"
end if
show cd fld "Jammer Power Label 2"
show cd fld "Jammer Power 2"
show cd fld "Jammer Power Label"
show cd fld "Jammer Power"
show cd btn "Jam Uplink Receiver"
show cd btn "Jam Downlink Receiver"
set hilite of cd btn "Jammer Power Unknown" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Jammer Power Unknown 2" to false
show cd btn "Jammer Power Unknown"









repeat with x=7 to 18
set hilite of cd btn x to false
end repeat
set hilite of me to true
put "< Case >" into Case
unlock screen
put cd fld < Rate Exceeded > into Rate
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if GeoSat is false then
put < Percent > into PercentUp
put < Percent > into PercentDown
else
if Direction is "Up" then
put< Percent > into PercentUp
else if Direction is "Down" then








set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "Display Downlink Rain Rate" to false
put "Up" into Direction
put "Uplink Rain Region:" into cd fld "Region Label"








set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "Display Uplink Rain Rate" to false
put "Down" into Direction
put "Downlink Rain Region:" into cd fld "Region Label"




Script of Card Button "Include Uplink Rain Losses" of Card "Rain Losses"
on mouseUp
global RainLossesUp
if hilite of me is true then
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put true into RainLossescp
else
put false into RaintossesUp
end if
end inouseUp







set cursor to busy
if Case is empty then
answer "Select a surface point rain rate"
else
put cd fld "Region" into Region
put true into Caic






if Direction is 'Up" then
put FindRaiaAttenuaion(Glatant,elUpfreqUpCaseRate)-
into RainAttenUp








Script of Card Button Li-nk Info" of Card "FIRP Parameters"





if Error is true then




set numnber Formnat to "0.##"
if Xmifype is *Ground" then
if bilite of cd btn "Watts Xmit" is tue then
put cd fld "Xmit Power" into pwr
put 1O*log(pwr) into PwrUp
else
put cd fld "Xmiit Power" into PwrUp
end if
* put cd fid "Ant Gain" into XmitAntGain
put cd ld "OutputBO" into OutputBOUp
put cd lid "Ant Pointing Loss" into PointingLossUp
put cd lid "Loss to Motion" into PointingLossSaLklotion~p
put Pwrl~p + XmitAntGain - OutputBO~p into E~IRPUp
go to cd "Lank Info"
put EIRPL'p into cd lid "Uplink EIRP"
else if XmitTvpe is "Satellite" then
if hilite of cd btn "Aatts Xmit" is true then
put cd lid "Xmit Power" into pwr
put 1O*log(pwr) into PwrDown
el se
put cd lid "Xmit Power" into PwrDown
end if
put cd lid "Ant Gain" into SaLXmitAntGain
put Cd ld "OutputBO" into OutputBODown
if GeoSat is true then
put Cd lid "InputBO" into SatInputBO
put PwrDown + SaLXiAntGain - SatlnputBO - OutputBODown-
into EIRPDown
else
put zero into SatInputBO
put PwrDown + SatXmitAntGain - OutputBODown into EIRPDown
end if
go to cd "Link Info"











if Error is true then




set numberFormat to "0.##"
if RcvrType is "Ground" then
if hilite of cd btn "*K" is true then
put cd fld "Sys Noise Temp" into noiseT
put 10*log(. -seT) into RcvrNoiseTemp
else
put cd fld "Sys Noise Temp" into RcvrNoiseTemp
end if
put cd fld "Ant Gain" into RcvrAntGain
put cd fld "Maint Margin" into MainLMarginDown
put cd fld "Ant Pointing Loss" into PointingLossDown
put cd lid 'Loss to Motion" into PointingLossSatMotionDown
put Rcvr.AntGain - RcvrNoiseTemp into GTDown
go to cd "lnk Info"
put GTDown into cd fld "Downlink G.,T"
else if RcvrType is "Satellite" then
if hilite of cd btn "*K" is true then
put cd fld "Sys Noise Temp" into noiseT
put 10*log(noiseT) into SatRcvrNoiseTemp
else
put cd fld "Sys Noise Temp" into SatRcvrNoiseTemp
end if
put cd fld "Ant Gain" into SatRcvrAntGain
put SatRcvrAntGain - SatRcvrNoiseTemp into GTUp
go to cd "Link Info"












if Error is true then
answer "Invalid Entry! Try again."
pass mouseUp
else
if XmitType is "Ground" then
put 0 into PwrUp
if hilite of cd btn "Watts" is true then
put IO*log(cd fld "Saturated Power") into XmitPwrUp
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else
put cd fld "Saturated Power" into XmitPwrUp
end if
add XmitPwrUp to PwrUp
put cd fld "EOL Loss" into EOLReserveUp
subtract EOLReserveUp from PwrUp
put 0 into OutputBOUp
subtract OutputBOUp from PwrUp
put cd fld "Feeder Loss" into FeederossUp
subtract FeederLossUp from PwrUp
put cd fld "Line Loss" into XmitlineLossUp
subtract XmitLineLossUp from PwrUp
if Geosat is true then
if access is "FDMA" then
put cd fld "Carriers" into NumCarriers
else put 0 into NumCarriers
else
put 0 into NumCarriers
end if
set numberFormat to "0.##"
go to cd "EIRP Parameters"
put PwrUp into cd fld "Xmit Power"
set hilite of cd btn "dBW Xmit" to true
set hilite of cd btn "Watts Xmit" to false
else if XmitType is "Satellite" then
put 0 into PwrDown
if hilite of cd btn "Watts" is true then
put lO*iog(cd fld "Saturated Power") into XmitPwrDown
else
put cd fld "Saturated Power" into XmitPwrDown
end if
add XmitPwrDown to PwrDown
put cd fld "'EOL Loss" into EOLReserveDown
subtract EOLReserveDown from PwrDown
put cd fld "Feeder Loss" into FeederLossDown
subtract FeederLossDown from PwrDown
go to cd "EIRP Parameters"
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put PwrDown into cd fld "Xmit Power"
set hilite of cd btn "dBW Xmit" to true













if Error is true then
answer "Invalid Enrty! Try again."
pass mouseUp
else
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put cd fld "Ant Elf" into eff
if hilite of cd bin 'Parabolic" is true then
if hilite of cd btn "Area (mA2)" is true then
put cd fld "Ant Size" into area
put sqrt(4*area/pi) into diam
else
put cd fld "Ant Size" into diam
end if
put eff*((pi*diamwaveUp)A2) into gainUp
put eff*((pi*diamwaveDown)A2) into gainDown
else
put cd fld "Ant Size" into area
put eff*4*pi*area/(waveupA2) into gainUp
put eff*4*pi*areai(waveDownA2) into gainDown
end if
if AntType is "Ground Up" then
put 10*log(gainUp) into XmitAntGain
go to cd "EIRP Parameters"
put XmitAntGain into cd fld "Ant Gain"
else if AntType is "Satellite Up" then
put 10*log(gainUp) into SatRcvrAntGain
put cd fld "Off Beam Loss" into SatOffCenterLossUp
put cd fld "Pointing Error" into PointingErrorLossUp
go to cd "GIT Parameters"
put SatRcvrAntGain into cd fld "Ant Gain"
else if AntType is "Satellite Down" then
put cd fld "Off Beam Loss" into SatOffCenterLossDown
put cd fld *Pointing Error" into PoinungErorLossDown
put 10*log(gainDown) into SatXmitAntGain
go to cd "IRP Parameters"
put SaLXmitAntGain into cd fld "Ant Gain"
else if AntType is "Ground Down" then
put 10*log(gainDown) into RcvrAntGain
go to cd "G/" Parameters"











put 10*Log((freqDown freqUpr2) into convert
if AntType is "Satellite Down" then
if SatRcvr.4mtGain is empty then
answer "No antenna gain for the uplink has been entered." &&--
"Enter the antenna parameters to continue."
pass mouseUp
else
put cd fld "Off Beam Loss" into SatOffCenterLossDown
put cd fid "Pointing Error" into PointingErrorLossDown
put SatRcvrAntGain + convert into SatXmitAntGain
go to cd "EIRP Parameters"
put SatXmitAntGain into cd fld "Ant Gain"
end if
else if AntType is "Ground Down" then
if XmitAntGain is empty then
answer "No antenna gain for the uplink has been entered." &&-
"Enter the antenna parameters to continue."
pass mouseUp
else
put XmitAntGain + convert into RcvrAntGain
go to cd "G/T Parameters"
put RcvrAntGain into cd fld "Ant Gain"
end if
end if
set hilite of me to true
end mouseUp





if Error is tme then
answer "Invalid Entry! Try again."
pass mouscUp
else
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put cd fld "Ant Noise Temp" into Ta
put cd fld "WG Loss" into I
put num(1) into L I
put cd fld "LNA Gain" into G2
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put cd fid WLNA Temp" into Te2
put cd fld 'DC Noise Temp" into Te3
put cd fid "Amb Temp" into To
put TaLl + (LI - 1)*To,Ll + Te2 + Te3/G2 into noiseT
put 10*log(noiseT) into SysNoiseT
if RcvrType is "Satellite" then
put SvsNoiseT into SatRcvrNoiseTeinp
go to cd "G;-T Parameters"
put SaLRcvrNoiseTemnp into cd fid "Sys Noise Temp"
set hilite of cd btn "dB"K" to true
set hilite of cd btn "0K" to false
else if RcvrType is "Ground" then
put SysNoiseT into RcvrNoiseTemp
go to cd "G/T Parameters"
put RcvrNoiseTeinp into Cd fid "Sys Noise Temp"
set bilite of Cd bin "dB0 K" to true









global CNDown.C-'NOveral I .Unk,pAltReante Mnag
global rangeUpxrageDownAzOpt.ElOpAzUpant-eiL~pAzDownant-elDown
lock screen
hide cd btn "Rise"
hide cd btn "Set"
set numberFormat to "0.##"
if Link is "General" then
put pAlt into range
put (4*pirange* l0/A3/waveLp)A2 into lossUp
put (4*pi*range*10GA3/waveDow)A2 into lossDown
put 10*Iog(loesUp) into FreeSpaceLossUp
put I Oiog(IoesDown) into FreeSpaceLossDown
put EIRPUp - FreeSpaceLossUp + GTUp, - dBk - noiseBW into CNUp
put EIRPDown - FreeSpaceLossDown + GTDown - dBk - noiseBW-
into CNDown
put l0A(CNUpI 10) into upCN
put IOA(CNDown/ 10) into downCN
put Il0*og(l/(I$upCN + I /downCN)) into CNOverall
put "N'A" into AzUp
put ",N/A" into AzDown
put 90 into ant-elUp
put 90 into ant-elDown
else
put MinRange into range
put (4*pi*range* 1(Y3i'waveUp)A2 into lossLfp
put (4*pirange* I0A31 waveDown)A2 into lossDown
put l0*log~lossUp) into FreeS paceLossUp
put I 0*Iog~lossDown) into FreeSpacel-ossDown
put EIRPUp - FreeSpaceLossUp + GTUp - dBk - noiseBW into CNUp
put EIRPDown - FreeSpaceLossDown + GTDown - dBk - noiseBW-
into CNDown
put 1OA(CNUp/ 10) into upCN
put IOA(CNDownh 10) into downCN
put I10*log(l (1lupCN + 1 downCN)) into CNOveral
put AzOpt into Az~rp
put AzOpt into AzDown
put El0pt into ant-elUp
put ElOpt into antAeDown
end if
put range into rangeUp
put range into rangeDown
put rangeUp + 0 into cd fid "Slant Range Up"
put rangeDown + 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Down"
put -FreeSpaceLossUp + 0 into cd fid "Uplink Path Loss"
put CNUp + 0 into cd fid "Uplink ON"
put -FreeSpaceLossDown + 0 into cd fid 'Downlink Path Loss"
put CNDown + 0 into cd fid 'Downlink ON"
put CNOverall + 0 into cd fid "Overall O N"
set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "Worst Case" to false
hide cd btn id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
hide cd btn id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 50- Rain Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 51 -- Xmit Losses Grey
unlock screen
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Worst Case" of Card "Quick Budget"
on mouse~rp
global EIRPUpEIRPDown.GiTUp,GTDownnoiseBWFreeSpaceLossDown




set numberFormat to "0.#
if Link is "General" then
put SlantRange(Rmax.Recant-e) into range
put (4*pi*range 10A3/waveUp)A 2 into lossUp
put (4*pi*range*1l0A3/waveDown)A2 into lossDown
put l0*log(lossL'p) into FreeSpaceLossUp
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put 10*Iog(lossDown) into FreeSpaceLossDown
put EIRPUp - FreeSpaceLossUp + GTUp - dBk - noiseBW into CNTUp
put EIRPDown - FreeSpaceLossDown + GTDown - dBk - notseBW-
into CNDown
put "N/A" into AzUp
put N A" into AzDown
put ant el into antelUp
put ant el into antelDown
put 10A(CN'Up, 10) into upCN
put IO(CNDown 10) into downCN
put 10*log(l'(1upCN + 1 downCN)) into CNOverall
put range into rangeUp
put range into rangeDown
put rangeUp + 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Up"
put rangeDown + 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Down"
put -FreeSpaceLossUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink Path Loss"
put CNUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink C N"
put -FreeSpaceLossDown + 0 into cd fld "Downlink Path Loss"
put CNDown + 0 into cd fld "Downlink C N"
put CNOverall + 0 into cd fld "Overall CN"
hide cd btn id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
hide cd btn id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 50-- Rain Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 51-- Xmit Losses Grey
else
show cd btn id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
show cd btn id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
show cd btn id 50-- Rain Losses Grey
show cd btn id 51 --.Xmit Losses Grey
show cd btn "Rise"
show cd btn "Set"
set hilite of cd btn "Rise" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Set" to false
end if
set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "Optimum" to false
unlock screen
end mouseUp




put "General" into Link
show cd btn "Optimum"
show cd btn "Worst Case"
hide cd btn "Rise"
hide cd bn"Set"
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put The general case assuimes the satellite is at perigee overhead" &&-
"for the 'Optimum' and at apogee as it z-omes in view for the" &&-
"'Worst Case'." into cd flId "Description"
show cd fld "Descriptioi"
set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn 'Latest Time In View" to false
set hilite of cd bn "Optimum" to false
set hilite of cd bin "Worst Case" to false
set numberFormat to "0 ##"
put -noiseBW + 0 into cd flId 'Noise Bandwidth 1"
put -notseBW + 0 into cd fld "Noise Bandwidth 2"
put EIRPL'p + 0 into cd ld "Uplink EIRP"
put GTUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink G7'"
put EIRPDown - I into cd fld 'Downlink EIRP"
put GTDown + 0 into cd fld 'Downlink GT"
show cd bin id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
show cd bin id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
show cd bn id 50 -- Rain Losses Grey
show cd bin id 51 -- Xmt Losses Grey
unlock screen
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Latest Time in View" of Card "Quick Budget"
on mouseUp
global EIRPUp.EIRPDown.GT-hp.GTDown.noiseBW Ji nkTIV
if TIV is false then
answer "Rise and Set calculations needed."
else
lock screen
put "1IV" into Link
put 'The 'Latest Time in View' uses the actual slant ranges" &&-'
"at satellite rise, maximum elevation and set times."--
into cd flId "Description"
show cd flId "Description"
set hilite of me to true
show cd btn "Optimum"
show cd btn "Worst Case"
set hilite of cd bn "General" to false
set hilite of cd bin "Optimum" to false
set hilite of cd bin "Worst Case" to false
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put -noiseBW + 0 into cd fld "Noise Bandwidth 1"
put -noiseBW + 0 into cd fld "Nioise Bandwidth 2"
put EIRPUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink EIRP"
put GTUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink GiT"
put EIRPDown + 0 into cd flid "Downlink EIRP"
put GTDown + 0 into cd fld 'Downlink G/T"
show cd bin id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
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show cd btn id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
show cd btn id 50. Rain Losses Grey








global CNDownCNOverall LinkRrnaxReantel .ageUpxaz-Down
global AzRiseJEliseant-elUpant-elDownAzUpAzDown
lock screen
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put MaxRangeRise into range
put (4*pi *range* I 0A3iwave~p)A2 into lossUp
put (4*pia *ge* I tY3/waveDown)A2 into lossDown
put l0*log~lossl.p) into FreeSpaceLossUp
put l0*log(IossDown) into FreeSpacel-ossDown
put EIRPUp - FreeSp3ceLossLp + GTUp - dBk - noiseBW into CNp
put EIRPDown - FreeSpaceLossDown + GTDown - dBk - noiseBW-
into CNDown
put IlOA (CNLp/ 10) into upCN
put 1O(CNDownJ 10) into dowPCN
put I 0*log(I !(I'upCN + FdownCN)) into CNOverall
put AzRise into AzUp
put AzRise into AzDown
put Elise into ant-elUp
put ElRise into ant-elDown
put range into rangeUp
put range into rangeDown
put rangeUp +- 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Up"
put rangeDown + 0 into cd ld "Slant Range Down"
put -FreeSpaceLossUp + 0 into cd ld 'Uplink Path Loss"
put CNUp + 0 into cd ld "Uplink C/N"
put -FreeSpaceLossDown + 0 into cd lid "Downlink Path Loss"
put CNDown + 0 into cd ld "Downlink C!N"
put CNOverall + 0 into cd ld "Overall C/N"
set hilite of m to true
set hilite of cd btn "Set" to false
hidecd bto id 42-Full Budget Grey
lide cd bin id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 50-Rain Losses Grey








global C NDown.CNOveral I J.inkRmaxRe,ant ei ,AzSet.El Set
global AzUpAzDownantelUpantelDown
lock screen
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put MaxRangeSet into range
put (4*pi*range* 10A3; waveUp)A2 into lossUp
put (4*pi*range* 10A3/waveDown)A2 into lossDown
put 10*log(lossUp) into FreeSpaceLossUp
put 10*log(lossDown) into FreeSpaceLossDown
put EIRPUp - FreeSpaceLossUp + GTUp - dBk - noiseBW into CNUp
put EIRPDown - FreeSpaceLossDown + GTDown - dBk - noiseBW-.
into CNDown
put 1OA(CNUpi 10) into upCN
put 10(CNDownj 10) into downCN
put 10*log(l/(li upCN + I 'downCN)) into CNOverall
put AzSet into AzUp
put AzSet into AzDown
put ElSet into antelUp
put ElSet into antelDown
put range into rangeUp
put range into rangeDown
put rangeUp + 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Up"
put rangeDown + 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Down"
put -FreeSpaceLossUp + 0 into cd fld Uplink Path Loss"
put CNUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink C/N"
put -FreeSpaceLossDown + 0 into cd fld "Downlink Path Loss"
put CNDown + 0 into cd fld "Downlink C/N"
put CNOverall + 0 into cd fld "Overall C/N"
set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "Rise" to false
hide cd btn id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
hide cd bin id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 50 -- Rain Ises Grey
hide cd bmid51 -- Xmit Losses Grey
unlock screen
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Calculate" of Card "Quick Budget"
on mouseUp




put (4*pi*rmgeUp* 10A3iwaveUp)A2 into lossUp
put (4*pi*rangeDown*lOA3/waveDown)A2 into IossDown
put 10*log(lossUp) into FreeSpaceLossUp
put 10*log(lossDown) into FreeSpaceLossDown
put EIRPUp - FreeSpaceLossUp + GTUp - dBk - noiseBW into CNUp
put EIRPDown - FreeSpaceLossDown + GTDown - dBk - noiseBW-,
into CNDown
put IO(CNUp 10) into upCN
put 10A(CNDown/ 10) into downCN
put 10*log(l/(l/upCN + ldownCN)) into CNOverall
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put -noiseBW + 0 into cd lid "Noise Bandwidth "
put -noiseBW + 0 into cd fld "Noise Bandwidth 2"
put EIRPUp + 0 into cd fld 'Uplink EIRP"
put GTUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink GT"
put EIRPDown + 0 into cd fld 'Downlink EIRP"
put GTDown + 0 into cd fld "Downlink G/T"
put rangeUp + 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Up"
put rangeDown + 0 into cd fld "Slant Range Down"
put -FreeSpaceLossUp + 0 into cd fld "Uplink Path Loss"
put CN Up + 0 into cd fld "Uplink C/N"
put -FreeSpaceLossDown + 0 into cd fld "Downlink Path Loss"
put CNDown + 0 into cd fld "Downlink C/N"
put CNOverall + 0 into cd fld "Overall C/N"
put The general case assumes the satellite is at perigee overhead" &&-
"for the 'Optimum' and at apogee as it comes in view for the" &&-
"Worst Case'." into cd fld "Description"
show cd fld "Description"
hide cd btn id 42 -- Full Budget Grey
hide cd bw id 49 -- Jamming Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 50 -- Rain Losses Grey
hide cd btn id 51-- Xmit Losses Grey
end mouseUp




if cd lid "Baseband Freq" is not a number or-'
cd fld "Baseband Freq" < 0 then
answer "Invalid Basebmnd Frequency! Try again"
pass mouseUp
end if
if cd fld "F%1 Deviation" is not a number or-'
cd ld "FM Deviation" < 0 then




put false into Error
hide me
hide cd fld "Baseband Freq Label"
hide cd fld Baseband Freq"
hide cd fld "FM Deviation Label"
hide cd fld "FM Deviation"
hide cd fld "Hide"
put cd fld Baseband Freq"* 1IO3 into Bhi
put cd fid "FM Deviation" into dp
set numberFormat to "0.##"
put 2*(Bhi + dp)/ l0A6 into cd fld "Noise Bandwidth"
show cd fld "Noise Bandwidth Label"
show cd bin "Noise Bandwidth Unknown"
set hilite of cd btn "Noise Bandwidth Unknown" to false
show cd fld "Noise Bandwidth"
hide cd fld "Description"
unlock screen
select text of cd fld "Noise Bandwidth"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "< Time Step >" of Card "Time Step"
on mouseUp
global dt. step
put < Time Step in Seconds > into dt
put "< Time Step >" into step
set hilite of me to true
set the hilite of card button "<Other Time Step >" to false
set the hilite of card button "<Other Time Step >" to false
set the hilite of card button "<Other Time Step >" to false
set the hilite of card button "<Other Time Step >" to false
show cd fld "Description"
put "< Time Step Recommendation >" into cd fld "Description"
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "LST" of Card "Time Step"
on mouseUp
global timeZone.timeAdjust
set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "DST" to false
set hilite of cd bin 'Zulu" to false
put timeZone into timeAdjust
end mouseUp
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Script of Card Button "DST" of Card 'Time Step"
on mouseUp
global timeZonc,timeAdjust
set bilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "MST" to false
set hilite of cd bin 'Zulu* to false
put timeZone - I into timeAdjust
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Zulu" of Card 'Time Step"
on mouseL~p
global timeZone,tumeAdjust
set hilite of me to true
set bilite of cd bin "LST" to false
set bhilite of cd bin "DST" to false
put 0 into timeAdjust
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button 'Hot Track" of Card "Ground Trace"
on mouseUp
set cursor to 4
global ecc,paramRminRrna-,Rea~basnDeg,perDeg~ncDeg,dtru
global period, step, view, GHAdeg, hourRequest~cLat.cLon
global aLon,bLon~aLat ,bLat ,max Lon~nminLon~maxLat min.LatMApL
global GlonGlatS wathant _el .plotAll .tOEsinE,cosE
global d2rr2d.ex.eyez,vx~vy,vzmean~lotonPlotType
global lonJatGlon.GlatJonV .atV.xS,yS.gtS ,gySxV .yV , cEI
global tI,t2.dphi.el .e2.e3,nl i.nn3.pl ,p2,p3
global IonV ,onCk.GionCkjooVckxnaxLoaCk
global oldXs.oldYs,oldYv.oldXv~tr2
put .00007292115856 into we
put sqr(aa*almu) into meanMotion
put true into first
if swath is false then put true into ploLAll
OrbiLXform -- Handler in stack script.
-- Calc orbit points
put round(view/dtinto noPts
put -I into i
-- put I into kMin
put noPts + I into kdMax




sec brush to 32
set pattern to 12
repeat with k= 1 tok.Max
add one to
put i*dt into orbtime
put orbtime + tO intot
put orbtime + hourRequest into elapsedTime
convert elaipsedTime to short time
NewtonRaphson -- Handler in stack script.
put cos(E) into cosE
put (cosE-ozc)/(1 ecc~cosE) into cosOrbAng
put sqrt(I 1 cosOrbAng*cosOrbAng) into sinOrbAng
if sin(E) < 0 then put -sinOrbAng into sinOrbAng
put parani(l +ecc*cosOrbAng) into r
put r*cosOrbAng into rp
put rasinOrbAng into rv
put ex*rp + vxrv into x
put eyrp + vy*rv into y
put ezrp + vzrv into z
put we*orbtime into wet
put cos(wet) into CosWet
put sin(wet) into SinWet
put x*cos%'et + y*sin .~et into xe
put -<,tsinWet + ycosWet into ye
put aSin(z r) into lat
put aTan2(xe,ye) into Ion
put "Ground Site" into PlotType
NlaxLonCheck
put "Sub Satellite" into PlotType
MltonCheck -- Handler in stack script.
if lat >= minLat and lat <= nmxat and-
lonCk >= inLon and lonCk <= maLonCk then
if Map = "Global Mfap" then
doNenu Taste Card"
set cantDelete of this cd to false
mark card
put step into bg field 'Time Step"
put TimeChange(elapsedrime) & " Zulu" into bg lid 'rime"
put "Ground Site" into Plo(Type
PlotlMap -- Handler in stack script.
set the loc of cd bna "GS" to rotnd(gxS).round(gyS)
show cd btn"GS"
put "Sub Satellite" into PlotType
a PlotlMap -- Handler in stack script.
if i =O0then
put xS into old.Xs
put yS into oldYs
end if
if abs(oldXs - xS) < 250 then





put xS into oldXs
put yS into oldYs
if ploLII is false then
domenu "Copy Card"
end if
-- Plot ground swath
if Swath is true then
Swath_Width -- Handler in stack script.
repeat with j = 0 to 30
put j*dphi into phi
put cos(phi) into cphi
put sin(phi) into sphi
put tl*pl + t2*(cphi*nl + sphi*el) into xView
put tI*p2 + t2*(cphi*n2 + spi*e2) into yView
put tl*p3 + t2*(cphi*n3 + sphi*e3) into zView
put aSin(zView'r) into latV
put aTan2(xView.yView) into lonV
put "Field of View" into PlotType
PlotMap -- Hander in stack script.
ifj = 0 then
put xV into oldXv
put yV into oidyv
end if
if abs(oldXv - xV) < 250 then




put xV into oldXv
put yV into oldYv
end repeat
end if





set cantDlete of this cd to false
mark card
put step into bg field 'Time Step"
put TimeChange(elapsedTime) & "Zulu" into bg fld 'Time"
if Glat >= minLa and Glat <= maxLat and-
GlouCk >= minLon and GlonCk <= maxl-oCk then
put "Ground Site" into PlotType
Plotbtap -- Handler in stack script.
set the loc of cd bin "GS" to round(gxS).round(gyS)
show cd btn "GS"
end if
put "Sub Satellite" into PlotType
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Plotl~ap -- Handler in stack script.
if first is true then
put xS into old]Xs
put yS into oldYs
put false into first
end if
drag from round(old.Xs ).round(oidYs) to rouad(itS),round(yS)
put YS into old.Xs
put yS into oldYs
V if plotAll is false then
domenu "Copy Card"
end if
put true into second
-- Plot ground swath
if Swath is true then
SwathWidth -- Handler in stack script.
repeat with j =0 to 30
put j *dphi into phi
put cos(phi) into cpbi
put sin(phi) into sphi
put tlI*plI + t2*(cphi *nlI + sphi*el1) into xView
put tlI*p2 + t2 *(cphi *n2 + sphi *e2) into yView
put tl~p3 + t2*(cphinr3 + sphi*e3) into zView
put aSin(zView r) into latV
put aTan2(xView,y View) into lonV
put "Field of View" into lotType
Ma'tLonCbeck -- Handler in stack script.
if IatV >= niinLat and latV <= maxl-At and-
lonVck >= minLon and lonVck <= maxLonCk then
Plot.Map
if second is true then
put xV into oldLXv
put yV into oldyv
put false into second
end if
if abs(oldXv - xV) < 250 then
drag from round(oldXv~jound(oidYv) to round(xV).round(yV)
end if
put xV into oldXv
put yV into oldYv
else put true into second
end repeat
end if










Script of Card Button "Review" of Card "Ground Trace"
on mouseUp
global Map
go to cd Map
repeat while marked of next card is true




Script of Card Button "Erase" of Card "Ground Trace"
on mouseUp
global Map
answer "Erase all maps or just view selected9" with "All" or-'
"View" or "Cancel"
if it is "Cancel" then
pass mouseUp
else if it is "All" then
set cursor to 4
lock screen
set locklMessages to true
repeat with x = number of cards down to 1
go to cd x




go to cd "Ground Trace"
doMenu "Compact Stack"




set cursor to 4
lock screen
set lockMessages to true
put number of cards of bg Map into c
repeat with x = I to c
go to last cd of bg Map
if marked of last card of bg Map is true then
do~lenu "Delete Card"




go to cci "Ground Trace"
doMenu "Compact Stack"






Script of Card Button "< Map Name >" of Card "Ground Trace"
on mouseUp
global aLon.bLon,aLat ,bLat max Lon minLon maxl timinLatklap
repeat with x = 5 to 19
set hilite of cci but x to false
end repeat
set hulite of me to true
- - Choose map
put "< Map Namne>" into Map
-Set LatLon limits
< Lat Lon Limits >
-- Calc scale parameters
< Scale Parameters >
end mouse~lp
Lat. Lon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "Global Map" of Card "Ground Trace"
- - Set LatiLon limits
put pi into maxLon
put -pi into minLon
put (pi1 2) into maxtat
put -(pi/2) into minLat
-- Calc scale parameters
put 511/2 into aLon
put 507/(2*pi) into bLon
put 30121 into aLat
put -255/pi into bLat
La~tLou Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button 'North America" of Card "Ground Trace"
-Set Lat/Lon limits
put -(pi /4) into max.Lon
put -(59 pi!6) into minLon
put (pt 3) into max~at
put 0 into minLat
put 30*(pi/ 180) into cLat
put -97.5*(pi/ 180) into cLon
-Calc scale parameters
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put 255 into aLon
put 330;(7*pi, 12) into bLon
put 129 into al-at
put -220' (p13) into bLat
Lat, Lon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "South America" of Card 'Ground Trace-
-Set LatLon Ii mi ts
put .(pi 6) into maxLon
put -(pi 2) into mrnLon
put (pt 12) into maxLat
put -(pi 3) into minLat
put -22.5*(pi/ 180) into cLat
put -60*(pi/ 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255 into aLon
put 264: (pi 3) into bLon
put 165 into al-at
put -292,(5*pi/ 12) into bLat
Lat, Lon Imints and Scale Parameters of Card Button "North Atlantic" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set L-aL Lon limits
put 0 into maxLon
put -(pi 2) into minLon
put (pi3) into maxL-at
put 0 into tuinLat
put 30*(pi/ 180) into cLat
put -45*(pi. 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255 into aLon
put 396 (pi1 2) into bLon
put 129 into aLat
put -220Y (pi, 3) into bLat
tat Lon Uimts and Scale Parameters of Card Button "South Atlantic" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set LaL Lon limits
put (p1 12) into maxLon
put -(pi4) into minLon
put (pii 12) into maxLat
put -(pi, 3 ) into minLat
put -22 5*(pil180) into cLat
put - 15(J 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255.5 into aLon
put 393 (pi?3) into bLon
put 134.5into "a
put -231 (5*pi;12) into bLat
Lat, LonU Limts and Scale Paameters of Card Button "Europe" of Card "Ground Trace"
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-- Set Lat'Lon limits
put (pi 4) into maxLon
put -(pi 12) into ininLon
put (5*pv 12) into maxLat
put (pi 6) into mInLat
put 52.5*(pi 180) into cLat
put 15*(pi 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255 into aLon
put 320 (pi 3) into bLon
put 152 into aLat
put -266, (pi,4) into bLat
LarLon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "Africa" of Card "Gro,'d Trace"
-- Set Lat;Lon limits
put (p1i3) into maxLon
put -(pi/ 12) into minLon
put (pi 4) into ma.xLat
put -(pi 4) into minLat
put 0*(pi 180) into cLat
put 22.5*(pt/ 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255.5 into aLon
put 2831(5"pi/ 12) into bLon
put 160.5 into aLat
put -283'(pi/2) into bLat
LatLon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "Middle East" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set LavLon limits
put (pii3) into maxLon
put (pi 6) into minLon
put (pi,4) into maxLat
put 0 into minLat
put 22.5"(pi/ 180) into cLat
put 45"(pi/ 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255.5 into aLon
put 267/(pi/ 6) into bLon
put 168 into aLat
put -298/(pi/4) into bLat
LauLton Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "Asia" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set LatLon limits
put (pi) into maxLon
put (pii4 ) into nmnLon
put (5*pi/12) into maxLat
put 0 into minLat
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put 3 7 .5 *(pi; 180) into cLat
put 112.5'(pi, 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255 into aLon
put 416,(3*pi, 4) into bLon
put 1345 into aLat
put -231 (5*pi 12) into bLat
Lat. Lon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "Indian Ocean" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set LatLon limits
put (2*pi 3) into maxLon
put (pi 4) into minLon
put (pi, 6) into maxlat
put -(pi 4) into minLat
put -7 .S*(p, 180) into cLat
put 82.5"(pi/ 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255.5 into aLon
put 317'(5*pi/12) into bLon
put 151 into aLat
put -264/(5*pil 12) into bLat
Lat Lon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "SE Asia & Australia" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set Lat Lon limits
put (1 I*pi/12) into maxLon
put (pi 2) into minLon
put (pi '6) into maxl at
put -(pit4) into minLat
put -7.5*(pi, 180) into cLat
put 127 .5*(pi/ 180) into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255 into aLon
put 298/(5*pi/12) into bLon
put 167.5 into aLat
put -297r(5*pii 12) into bLat
Lat Lon limits and Scale Parametersof Card Button "North Pacific" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set Lat/Lon limits
put -(7 *pi/ 12) into maxLon
put (5*pi/6) into minLon
put (pi/3) into maxLat
put -(pi/6) into minLat
put -7 .5"(pi/180) into cLat
put 8 2 .5*(pi/ 180) into cLon
put 15*(p/ 180) into cLat
put -157.5*(pi/180) + 2*pi into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255 5 into aLon
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put 393 (7 *pi, 12) into bLon
put 144 into aLat
put -250 (pi 2) into bLat
Lat. Lon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "South Pacific" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set Lat Lon limits
put -(5*pi 12) into maxLon
put (5*pi 6) into minLon
put (pi 6) into maxL_ t
put -(pi 3) into minLat
put -15*(pii 180) inro cLat
put - 142.5"(pi180) + 2*pi into cLon
-- Calc scale parameters
put 255.5 into aLon
put 397 (3*pi4) into bLon
put 145.5 into aLat
put -253 (pi 2) into bLat
Lat Lon LUmits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "North Pole" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set LatLon limits
put pi into maxLon
put -pi into wn'Lon
put (pi,2) into maxlbat
put (pi,3) into minLat
-- Calc scale parameters
put 5112 into aLon
put 507i(2"pi) into bLon
put 301,2 into aLat
put -255;pi into bLat
Lat, Lon Limits and Scale Parameters of Card Button "South Pole" of Card "Ground Trace"
-- Set LauLon limits
put pi into maxLon
put -pi into minLon
put -(pil3) into maxLat
put -(pii2) into miniat
-- Calc scale parameters
put 511/2 into aLon
put 507(2"pi) into bLon
put 301/2 into aLat
) put -255/pi into bLat





if hilite of me is true then
put true into Swath
show cd btn "Continuous"
show cd btn "Individual"
set hilite of cd btn "Continuous" to false
set hilite of cd btn "Individual" to false
put "Select 'Continuous' to display all the ground swaths." &&-
"select 'Individual' to display one ground swath per movement."-
into cd fid "Description"
show cd fld 'Description"
else
put false into. swath
hide ca btn "Continuous"
hide cd btn "Individual"
put false into plotAll




Script of Card Button "Continuous" of Card "Ground Trace"
on mousCUp
global plotAll
put true into plotAll
set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd btn "Individual" to false
end mouseUp
Script of Card Button "Individual" of Card "Ground Trace"
on mouseUp
global plotAll
put false into plot.All
set hilite of me to true
set hilite of cd bin "Continuous" to false
end mouseUp
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APPENDIX F: MAJOR FIELD SCRIPTS
Inclusion of ail of the field scripts was prohibitive. The first two scripts listed represent a
generalized version of the majority of the fields. The remainder are significant enough that their inclusion
was necessary Wherever possible, scripts of simlar fields on a specific card have been normalized.
Script of Card Field " Field Name >" of Card "<Card Name >"
on mouseEnter
select text of me
end mouseEnta
on returnInField




if < Error Condition > then
answer "Invalid entry! Try again."
put true into Error
else
put false into Error
end if
end closeField




Script of Card Field 'Uplink EIRP" of Card 'Unk Info"
) on mouseEnter
select text of me
end mouseEnter
on returnlnField




select text of cd flid "Sat 1 GtT"
end tablnfidd
on closeField
global Error.E R pXmtPwrUp.PwrUpEOLReserveUpNumCarers
global OutputBOUp,FeederLossUp.XmitLineLossUpMaintMarginUp
global Pointin 6LossUp,PointingLossSaLMotionUp.XmitAntGain
put zero into EIRPUp
put zero into XmitPwrUp
put zero into XmitAntGain
put zero into PwrUp
put zero into EOLReserveUp
put zero into NumCarriers
put zero into OutputBOUp
put zero into FeederLossUp
put zero into XmitLineLossUp
put zero into MaintNarginUp
put zero into PointingLossUp
put zero into PointingLossSatMotionUp
if target is not a number then
answer "Invalid Eirp! Try again."
put true into Error
select text of me
else if abs(target) > 500 then
answer "Invalid Eirpt Try again."
put true into LTor
select text of me
else
put false into Error
end if
end closeFeld
Script of Card Field "Downlink G/T" of Card "Lnk Info"
on mouseEnter
select text of me
end mouseEnter
on returnInaeld





put zero into RcvrNoiseTemp
put zero into RcvrAntGain
put zero into PointingLossDown
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put zero into MaintMarginDown
put zero into GTDown
if target is not a number then
answer "Invalid GT! Try again"
put true into Error
select text of me
else
put false into Error
end if
end closeFidd
Script of Card Field "Sat 1 EIRP" of Card "Link Info"
on mouseEnter
select text of me
end mouseEnter
on returnlnFidd






put zero into EIRPDown
put zero into XmitPwrDown
put zero into EOLReserveDown
put zero into OutputBODown
put zero into FeederLossDown
put zero into SatOffCenterLoss
put zero into PointingErrorLoss
put zero into PwrDown
put zero into SatXmitAntGain
if target is not a number or abe(target) > 500 then
answer "Invalid Eirp! Try again."
put true into Error
select text of me
ele
put false into Error
end if
end cdoseFidd
Script of Card Field "Sat I G/T" of Card "Link Info"
on mouseEnter









put zero into SatRcvrNoiseTemp
put zero into SatRcvrAntGain
put zero into SatOiTCenterLoss
put zero into PointingErrorLoss
put zero into G1T'p
if target is not a number then
answer Invalid G T! Try again"
nut true into Error
c, ie
put false into Error
end if
end closeield
Script of Card Field "Xmiut Power" of Card "EIRP Parameters"
on mouscEnter
select text of me
end mouseEnter
on returnlnFied










if XmitType is Satellite then
put zero into XmitPwrDown
put zero into EOLRsereDow (
put zero into OutputBODown
put zero into FeederLossDown
put zero into SatOffCenterLoes
put zero into PointingErrorLoss
put zero into PwrDown
else
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put zero into XmitPwrUp
put zero into PwrUp
put zero into EOLReserveUp
put zero into NumCamers
put zero into OutputBOUp
put zero into FeederLossUp
put zero into XmitLineLossUp
put zero into ktaintlMarglnUp
put zero into PointingLossl'p
put zero into PoinungLossSatMotionUp
end if
if target is not a number then
answer "Invalid entry' Try again."
put true into Error
else
put false into Error
end if
end closeFeld
Script of Card Field "Sys Noise Temp" of Card "GT Parameters"
on mouseEnter
select text of me
end mouseEnter
on returnlnFidd






if target is not a number or target < 0 then
answer "Invalid entry' Try again."
put true into Error
else
put false into Error
if RcvrType is "Ground" then
put zero into PontingLossDown
put zero into MaintMarginDown
) else
put zero into SatOffCenterLoss
put zero into PointingErrorLoss
end if
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